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Abstract

In this thesis, the effect of surfactants (Bi /Sb) on GaAs(111) is explored, particularly

in regards to modifying the surface morphology and growth kinetics. Both molecu-

lar beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD)

techniques are discussed in this context. InAs/GaAs(111) quantum dots (QDs) have

been promoted as leading candidates for efficient entangled photon sources, owing

to their high degree of symmetry (c3v). Unfortunately, GaAs(111) suffers from a

defect-ridden homoepitaxial buffer layer, and the InAs/GaAs(111) material system

does not natively support Stranski–Krastanov InAs QD growth. Surfactants have

been identified as effective tools to alter grown surface morphologies and growth

modes, potentially overcoming these obstacles, but have yet to be studied in detail

in this context. For MBE, it is shown that Bi acts as a surfactant when employed in

GaAs(111) homoepitaxy, and eliminates defects/hillocks, yielding atomically-smooth

surfaces with step-flow growth, and RMS roughness values of 0.13 nm. The effect

is more pronounced as the Bi flux increases, and Bi is suggested to be increasing

adatom diffusion. A novel reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)-based

experiment was also designed and performed to measure the desorption activation

energy (UDes) of Bi on GaAs(111), yielding UDes = 1.74 ± 0.38 eV. GaAs(111) ho-

moepitaxy was also investigated using MOCVD, with GaAs(111)B exhibiting RMS
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roughness values of 0.09 nm. Sb is shown to provoke a morphological transition from

plastically-relaxed 2D to 3D growth for InAs/GaAs(111)B, showing promise in its

ability to induce QDs. Finally, simulations for GaAs-based quantum well (QW) pho-

toluminescence were conducted, and such QWs are shown to potentially produce very

sharp linewidths of 3.9 meV. These results enhance understanding of Bi surfactant

behaviour on GaAs(111) and can open up its use in many technological applications,

paving the way for the realization of high efficiency/viable QD entangled photon

sources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) & III-V Optoelec-

tronics

The ubiquity and influence of semiconductors in our modern lives cannot be over-

stated. Serving as the cornerstone of a myriad of key industries in the 21st century,

from computing to healthcare, semiconductors have heralded the advent of the in-

formation age. Photonics and optoelectronics have been key enabling technologies in

recent decades for a wide range of sectors, particularly telecommunications. Opti-

cal/photonic communication provides significant advantages over its electronic coun-

terpart, including being more robust against noise and electromagnetic interference,

less power-hungry, and crucially, providing increased bandwidth[6] .

Silicon has dominated the microelectronics industry since the development of the

integrated circuit by Texas Instrument’s Jack Kilby in 1958, owing to its abundance
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and favourable physical properties, such as its high thermal conductivity and the

quality of its native oxide (SiO2). Silicon has also proven to be a viable platform for

photonic integrated circuits, with Si components buried in SiO2 being capable of sup-

porting guided electromagnetic modes thanks to total internal reflection (nSi = 3.4,

nSiO2 = 1.4), and Si having low-loss and low-dispersion windows around the telecom-

munication wavelengths 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm, making Si-photonic integrated circuits a

perfect and compact solution for interfacing with silica based optical fibres. However,

while silicon has remained as the preeminent platform for the electronics industry,

it is not a natural fit for the burgeoning and increasingly important optoelectronics

industry. It suffers from fundamental physical limitations barring it from being solely

relied upon as a monolithic photonic platform. Si possesses an indirect bandgap (the

conduction band minima and the valence band maxima are not aligned in momen-

tum space) as is evident in Figure 1.1. Therefore for conservation of momentum to

hold, an emitted photon must be accompanied by the momentum contribution of a

phonon for the emission process to occur, rendering emission a slow and inefficient

process. For this reason, other semiconductors must be sought to act as photon

sources and emitters. In this capacity, compound III-V semiconductors (semiconduc-

tors comprising elements from group III and V of the periodic table) have been widely

regarded as the prototypical material used for the fabrication of viable light sources,

a consequence of their direct bandgap. The ability to tweak the composition of the

constituent elements (mole fraction) of the compound (as well as prepare ternary and

quaternary compounds), altering the bandgap for variable energy photon emission,

also gives great flexibility for the platform to target different applications. As a result

however, these varying compounds yield a plethora of different lattice constant values

2
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Figure 1.1: A simplified 1D projection of the energy diagram of both Si and GaAs
as a function of momentum (k − space), also known as the bandstructure. The

black circles represent the carriers (electrons in the conduction band and holes in
the valence band). The image is taken from I. Matthews “High-Efficiency

Photovoltaics through Mechanically Stacked Integration of Solar Cells based on the
InP Lattice Constant”, PhD thesis, University College Cork (2014)[1] and shared

under a (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0) license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/legalcode).

depending on compound composition, hampering integration with other materials (by

causing defects, strain etc.), and can be seen as a key drawback of III-V as a platform.

This fact is clearly showcased in Figure 1.2. Another primary advantage of III-V com-

pound semiconductors is the ability to grow them in heterostructure configurations

(different III-V thin films with varying bandgaps grown epitaxially atop each other)

to make use of bandgap engineering. This fact sheds light on the importance of GaAs

as a platform and substrate for photonics, as it can be seen from Figure 1.2 that GaAs

is unique in the fact that a higher direct bandgap ternary compound (AlGaAs) shows

very little lattice constant variation with GaAs, making AlGaAs/GaAs a powerful

3
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combination for the visible region. This concept of bandgap engineering allows for

the realization of devices relying on specifically tailored optical properties thanks to,

for example, the ability to trap carriers in potential wells, exploiting the change in the

density of states and Coulomb interactions between carriers. This has paved the way

for quantum-well (QW) devices (such as QW lasers). These devices along with oth-

ers are grown using several different epitaxial growth techniques, of which Molecular

Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) will

be investigated in this thesis. Of the many III-V semiconductors that have been used,

Figure 1.2: A graph illustrating the interdependence and variability of both the
energy bandgap Eg and the lattice parameter. The image is taken from M. Bayo

“Theory of elasticity and electric polarization effects in the group-III nitrides”, PhD
thesis, University College Cork (2013)[2] and shared under a (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)
license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/legalcode).

GaAs and InP have traditionally stood out as having the most commercial success,

(with GaN recently emerging as well for use in lighting and high power RF elec-

tronics [7]), lending themselves to a variety of high-speed applications, particularly

in optoelectronic and radio frequency/microwave (RF/MW) applications[8]. GaAs

4
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dominates the current market when it comes to RF and microwave components and

amplifiers. GaAs high-speed transistors are readily used today for mobile phone RF

components, and can also be found in microwave point-to-point links, and in satellite

communication equipment, such as power amplifiers. This is due to GaAs’ high car-

rier mobility, which allows operation of high frequency components in the RF/MW

regime. GaAs is also extensively used in the photonics industry for a wide array

of applications, including but not limited to: lighting (LED and laser fabrication),

for photodetectors in the data communication industry, and for solar cells. GaAs-

based Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) in particular are used for

3D sensing applications such as in LiDAR (short for Light Detection and Ranging),

the adoption of which is rapidly increasing for use in autonomous vehicles and mo-

bile phones[9]. This is thanks to GaAs being an efficient photon emitter. Physically,

these capabilities arise from the shape and nature of the bandstructure, a simplified

1D projection of which (for GaAs and Si) is shown in Figure 1.1. Upon inspection

of the carriers at the band edges in the diagram (the ones pertinent to recombina-

tion and generation processes important for optoelectronic devices), it can be seen

that GaAs possesses a direct bandgap, as well as a high electron mobility (µe) (up

to 8500cm2/V.s[10]) owing to the increased curvature of the E − k diagram. This

is because the effective mass (m∗) for carriers is inversely proportional to the curva-

ture, and mobility is inversely proportional to effective mass. Both phenomena are

described in Equations (1.1.1) and (1.1.2).

m∗e = ~2 · 1
∂2E/∂k2

(1.1.1)
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µe =
e · τscat
m∗e

(1.1.2)

Where τscat is the scattering time, and e is the charge. In addition, the high sat-

uration velocity allows for linear operation when applying moderate electric fields.

In optoelectronics, GaAs is used extensively as an emitter/detector of red and near

infra-red wavelengths, with a bandgap energy of 1.43 eV. Several GaAs-based alloys

have been employed for longer wavelength emission and detection for telecommunica-

tions, particularly InGaAs and GaAsSb[8]. Additionally, it has been shown that the

introduction of arsenic antisite point defects can help extend the emission wavelength

of GaAs light sources to suitable telecommunication wavelengths[11] , facilitating easy

interfacing with existing optical fibre infrastructure. These properties make GaAs a

crucial material and platform for optoelectronics, especially as a light source, and

hence the growth of high quality GaAs films and nanostructures, as well as the intri-

cate study of their properties, is of paramount importance to this industry. This is

what will be discussed and expanded upon in this thesis.

1.2 GaAs substrate orientations and GaAs(111)

GaAs possesses a zinc-blende structure, consisting of Ga and As atoms as shown in

Figure 1.3.

There has been considerable interest in exploring the properties of heterostructures

and quantum nanostructures grown on different GaAs orientations/crystallographic

planes (planes shown in Figure 1.5). Ga terminated versions of the surface are denoted

by the suffix A (e.g. GaAs(111)A), while As terminated surfaces are denoted with

6
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Figure 1.3: GaAs zinc-blende structure. Adapted and shared under the Pixabay
License (https://pixabay.com/service/license/).

the suffix B ((1̄1̄1̄)). This is important to note as growth on these surfaces, and

the properties of structures on these surfaces are distinct. The B surface is more

reactive since it possesses two extra valence electrons. The (111) surface (surface

atom density = 4/
√
3a2, where a is the lattice parameter) is more closely-packed than

the (100) (density = 2/a2) plane but less than the most closely-packed (110) plane

(density = 4/
√
2a2) when comparing the low index orientations. The surface structure

itself is also highly symmetric (c3v symmetry) as explained later in this chapter, and

thus the diffusion of adsorbed atoms (atoms which have been deposited and stuck to

the surface, participating in the growth) on the surface is thought to be isotropic[12],

creating symmetric structures[13]. An illustration of the GaAs(111) surface structure

can be seen in Figure 1.4.

Conventionally, the (100) orientation of GaAs has been preferred for GaAs het-

erostructure and device growth, and has been extensively studied[14]. One of the

reasons this surface is preferred is due to the relatively smoother and more favourable

surface morphologies achievable on this surface (although GaAs(100) homoepitaxy

can yield mounds and deviate from smooth 2D layer growth under a multitude of

7
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Figure 1.4: A zinc-blende(111) surface as an estimate of the GaAs(111) surface. The
atomic radii for Ga and As are similar and thus for GaAs the atoms in the image

would be of similar sizes. Image taken from SURFACE EXPLORER Version 2
visualization tool[3].

growth conditions)[15]. Nevertheless, GaAs homoepitaxial layers have been grown

with a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 0.2 nm[16].

1.3 Quantum Dots on GaAs(111) for Quantum Pho-

tonics

Another important reason behind the popularity of GaAs(100) as a substrate is due

to the Stranski–Krastanov (SK) growth mode (growth modes and other key epitaxial

growth concepts are elaborated upon in chapter 2), also known as the 2D layer +

islands growth mode, readily occurring on the surface when depositing InAs thin films,

as opposed to solely layer growth or island growth. This is due to a confluence of

factors, but the growth mode is primarily dictated by the surface energies and lattice

constants (and thus strain) of the deposited material (film) and the bulk (substrate),
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Figure 1.5: Diagram illustrating crystallographic planes/orientations and the
associated Miller indices. Atoms that exist in the planes are shown in red.

which influence the behaviour of the deposited adatoms on the surface. The presence

of this SK growth mode in InAs/GaAs(100) heteroepitaxy allows for the self-assembly

of islands or quantum dots (QDs) after the growth of a 2D wetting layer, making

this orientation the preferred platform for InAs/GaAs QD growth[17]. For other

low index orientations of GaAs such as (110) and (111), this SK growth mode is

not manifested during InAs deposition, and thus cannot support self-assembled QD

growth. Self-assembled QDs have the advantage of ease of fabrication due to their

self-organizing nature, bypassing complicated patterning procedures for selective area

9
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epitaxial growth of these structures[18], but lack specificity and uniformity. These

exceedingly relevant and important quantum nanostructures have the potential to be

employed extensively in a wide variety of industries and technologies, particularly in

the context of photonics. Some types of QDs (such as colloidal QDs) are already seeing

mainstream commercial adoption in displays[19], while epitxially grown QDs (such as

InAs/GaAs), have shown remarkable potential as QD lasers, and as quantum photonic

sources, such as entangled photon sources[20][21]. QDs have garnered considerable

interest[22] owing to their atom-like properties, possessing a quantized density of

states for carriers as a result of three-dimensional quantum confinement as seen in

Figure 1.6, with dimensions approaching the excitonic Bohr radius. Another key

property of QDs is the ability to tailor many pertinent optical properties such as

the the emission energy (depending on the confinement), by altering the shape and

size of the QD. This can be understood in light of the particle in a box quantum

mechanical model, where a change in the width of the well results in a change of the

energy level due to the confinement. Other properties, such as the bandgap, can be

varied by choosing different material systems, providing several parameters to tune.

Other material systems have also exhibited self-assembled QD growth (e.g. Ge/Si

QDs)[23]. This tunability that QDs have, relating to size and materials, enables

the fabrication of a myriad of useful optoelectronic devices operating at a range of

different wavelengths. For example, QD lasers have been shown to be more resilient

against temperature fluctuations and are more energy efficient[24]. QDs have also

been widely used for solar cells and displays with more efficient filtering and purer

colours, among other applications[19][25] .

Arguably the most exciting and emerging application for QDs is in their use as a

10
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Figure 1.6: An illustration of the dependence of the density of states on the shape
and dimensionality of the structure, a) bulk, b) QW c) quantum wire, d) QD. This

image used has been taken from E. M. Sala “Growth and characterization of
antimony-based quantum dots in GaP matrix for nanomemories”, PhD thesis, TU

Berlin (2018)[4] and shared under a (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/legalcode).

platform for quantum computing, as well as quantum light sources, including single

and entangled photon sources[26]. These are crucial for the rapidly expanding field

of quantum communication and information.

Since the dawn of the new millennium, a second quantum revolution has been

brewing, with advances allowing us to manipulate quantum particles for useful po-

tential applications in quantum information and sensing. The realization of viable

quantum optical networks would have profound implications for society, bringing

about an era of secure communication and a quantum internet[27]. While quantum

computing relies on the manifestation of quantum properties like superposition in the

form of qubits for exponentially faster computation, quantum communication relies

on the ability to exploit entanglement of quantum states as random encryption keys

which are immune to tampering and eavesdropping. Within this framework, photons

have a key role to play in this quantum future, as photonics forms the backbone of

11
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communication and is a mature technological platform. Additionally, photons can be

relatively reliably employed as “flying qubits” thanks to their relative lack of inter-

action with their environment (minimizing crosstalk and decoherence), their ease in

manipulation and detection compared to other matter-based qubits, and their ability

to operate at room temperature[28]. They can also be used to interface with other

physical manifestation of qubits, such as solid-state spin-based qubits like electrons

in semiconductor defects[29]. In light of this, it is thus crucial to realize efficient, and

commercially viable entangled photon pair sources to reify the promise of quantum

technology.

Epitaxially grown III-V QDs are of special interest for quantum information appli-

cations (such as entangled photon emitters) owing to the aforementioned advantages

of both QDs and III-V semiconductors, and have already begun to see successful

commercialization[30]. In this context, GaAs(111) has exhibited remarkable promise

as a substrate for quantum photonics[26][31]. It has been posited that if SK growth

for InAs/GaAs could somehow be induced on non-(100) GaAs surfaces, growing on

other low index surfaces such as (110) and (111) could produce QDs with unique and

useful properties as a consequence of their symmetries, with point group symmetries

of Cs and C3v respectively[26]. For the C3v point group symmetry, this means the

structure can be rotated 2π/3 on the vertical axis and still be in an equivalent con-

figuration. Consequently, QDs on (110) GaAs surfaces have been identified as ideal

candidates for single photon sources owing to their linearly polarized emission[32],

while QDs on (111) surfaces’ three-fold symmetry and vanishingly small fine struc-

ture splitting (FSS) make them a very promising platform for polarization-entangled

photon emitters[31][26][20]. This is not the case for InAs/GaAs(100) QDs, as they

12
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exhibit low symmetry and large FSS values which are detrimental to entangled pho-

ton generation as will be elucidated later in this section. Therefore, the crux of the

dilemma of QD growth for quantum light sources is the fact that self-assembled InAs

QDs can only be grown on GaAs(100), which has poor symmetry, and the surfaces

which do promise properties conducive to efficient quantum light source operation

(such as high symmetries) have not been able to support QD growth as SK growth

does not arise natively on them.

Entangled photon sources have been realized before using the χ2 nonlinearity

in nonlinear crystals, (such as periodically-poled lithium niobate)[33], and semicon-

ductor QDs. QDs benefit from a significant advantage over other methods as they

can generate entangled photons on demand (do not rely on probabilistic processes),

can leverage existing semiconductor processing technology for integration (not using

bulky components), and enjoy near-unity quantum efficiency[34]. The disadvantage

of the QD method has historically been the lack of symmetry in the QDs grown us-

ing the SK method on (100), and the high degree of FSS. FSS arises as a result of

electron-hole pair exchange interactions, spin-orbit coupling, the asymmetry of the

structure, the nature of the confining potential, and the asymmetry of piezoelectric

fields. For QD-based entangled photon emission, the carriers are excited to a higher

energy state (triggered) on demand by a laser pulse, and subsequently a bi-exciton-

exciton cascade recombination to the ground state occurs as outlined in Figure 1.7

(|XX〉 → |X〉 → |0〉)[34]. After this process, the XX photon (|XX〉 → |X〉) is en-

tangled with the (|X〉 → |0〉) photon and both are indistinguishable, emitted with

opposing and entangled circular polarization directions (left (L) and right (R) as

shown in Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: An energy diagram demonstrating the bi-exciton exciton cascade scheme
used in QDs for entangled photon pair emission. Dotted lines represent
non-degenerate paths and levels (resulting from high FSS), leading to

distinguishable photons as a result of non equal energies, and hence no detectable
entanglement.

Thus, it is clear the high degree of FSS causes a splitting of the energy lev-

els/states, which is detrimental to the production of entangled photon pairs as in

order to be entangled, the photons must be emitted with complete indistinguishably

in all degrees of freedom (energy, polarization etc.). There can be no difference in

the path they were produced by (FSS < 10 µeV), with the maximum tolerable FSS

linked to the natural linewidth of the emission. Therefore it is imperative that the in-

termediate excitonic states |X〉 for both paths are degenerate. These issues have been

mitigated before by implementing complex setups and post-processing of QDs, such

as manual selecting symmetric QDs post-growth, applying electromagnetic fields, and

using strain to ameliorate the FSS, thus forcing degenerate energy levels[26]. Finding

a way to create highly symmetric self-assembled QDs would allow for the realization

of an ideal entangled photon emitter (which thus far has remained elusive), as the

QD-based emitter would be capable of producing highly entangled, on demand, easily
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extractable (using nanophotonic lenses and cavities), and indistinguishable photons,

ticking all the traditional boxes needed for an ideal entangled photon emitter[35],

while also facilitating integration with mature semiconductor platforms. These prop-

erties undergird the true potential of GaAs(111) as a platform for quantum photonics,

with highly symmetric pyramidal QDs shown to form on this surface[20]. Notably

however, while previous attempts at forming GaAs(111)-based QDs have been ex-

plored [20][36], most have used droplet epitaxy to circumvent the lack of a native SK

growth mode and thus QDs for InAs/GaAs(111). Unfortunately droplet epitaxy has

some inherent drawbacks, such as poor structural quality of the QDs grown due to

the crystallization of metal droplets at low temperatures, and complex fabrication

procedures[37]. Tensile strained GaAs(111) QDs grown on InAlAs(111) barriers on

a InP(111) substrate have recently been demonstrated as one of the only manifes-

tations of (111) QDs induced during SK growth[38], but InAs/GaAs(111) QDs have

remained unattainable.

While highly symmetric QDs for entangled photon emission are the most promi-

nent prospective application for GaAs(111), GaAs(111) has also been shown to be a

useful substrate for spintronics applications, with AlGaAs/GaAs(111) QWs exhibit-

ing high spin relaxations times[39][40] when applying an electric field, suppressing spin

dephasing. Additionally, GaAs(111)B has also been used to grow GaAs/Ge/GaAs

QWs, which have exhibited topological insulator transitions, allowing for the realiza-

tion of topological insulators using common and commercially available semiconductor

materials[41]. Investigating the smooth growth of GaAs(111) and the role of surfac-

tants to this end could also play an important role in realizing these applications.
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1.4 Surfactant-mediated Growth on III-V Semi-

conductors and GaAs(111)

In general, surfactants are surface segregating elements/compounds which alter sur-

face energies (such as detergents and wetting agents). In the context of epitaxial

growth they have proven to be effective in altering surface properties (such as sur-

face and adatom energetics and kinetics) and thus how deposited adatoms behave on

substrates/surfaces, also changing diffusion lengths of adatoms on the surface and nu-

cleation rates. Consequently, surfactants can help cause morphological changes in the

deposited layers, by altering the kinetics and thermodynamics of the growth, facili-

tating heightened control on how growth occurs at the surface level. Surfactants tend

to float atop the growing epilayer (most stable, least energy configuration), avoiding

incorporation into the bulk of the material and thus alloying and altering material

properties intrinsically, while passivating surface dangling bonds.

Historically, the first reported use of a surfactant for epitaxial growth was by

Copel et al. in 1989[42], in which As was used to provoke smooth 2D layer growth

of Ge sandwiched in a Si/Ge/Si heterostructure, rather than SK growth. As was

shown to float atop the heterolayer, and not incorporate. As, Sb, Pb have been used

as surfactants for IV growth (Si, Ge etc.), primarily for creating smooth layers [43].

The concept was extended to III-V materials[44] when Pb was used to induce 2D

GaAs growth at significantly lower temperatures. Pb was found to increase diffusion

length while Te was found to decrease it. Conventionally for III-V epitaxy, surfactants

can be classified into non-reactive (III and IV elements) surfactants, which typically
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reside in interstitial sites due to their size, and reactive surfactants, which slot sub-

stitutionally into surface sites (V and VI elements) and swap positions with adatoms

to remain afloat (as confirmed by density functional theory calculations[45]). Non-

reactive elements tend to increase the diffusion length of adatoms (inducing smoother

surfaces as adatoms can reach far away islands) while reactive surfactants tend to in-

hibit diffusion[46]. For III-V MBE and MOCVD, Bi and Sb has been identified as

ideal surfactants, owing to their electronically neutral nature with group V elements

(isoelectronic), so as not to act as a dopants if incorporated in the film. Bi in partic-

ular is an attractive option as it especially does not tend to incorporate, rendering it

an ideal surfactant. While traditionally surfactants have been used to induce smooth

2D growth where SK 2D + island growth exists[44][47] as discussed, surfactants have

also been used to decrease interfacial surface roughness in III-V QWs [48], and more

recently for enhancing optical emission/photoluminescence[49], and have been used

to decrease diffusion lengths in order to facilitate the growth of uniform InGaAs

nanoridges on patterned Si wafers facilitating easier III-V integration[50], where this

selective area epitaxy technique limits defect formation. Sb especially has been used

for its tendency to incorporate in small quantities under certain conditions to lower

bandgap in InAs heterostructures, extending QW and QD operation into telecom-

munication wavelengths (1.3+ µm)[47][51]. Sb has also been used to increase dopant

incorporation for doped films[52], while Bi has been found to enhance surface mor-

phology and increase adatom diffusion[53].

.

Perhaps the most recent and emerging application for surfactants has been to
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alter and even induce QD and SK growth, rather than inhibit it for smoother sur-

faces. Of the assorted material systems, InAs/GaAs has exhibited the most potential

in inducing SK growth and thus dislocation-free optically active QDs, along with

Si/Ge. While this is true for GaAs(100) QDs, this cannot be said however for the

highly sought after GaAs(111) QDs, as well as GaAs(110) QDs. Unfortunately, sev-

eral obstacles hinder growth on these surfaces. As the issue of principal concern, these

surfaces are not conducive to QD growth; the SK growth mode cannot be observed on

these surfaces with InAs deposition as previously stated. Another hurdle inhibiting

such growth is that GaAs(111) homoepitaxy does not yield smooth 2D layer growth,

but rather defect-ridden layers with large surface roughness, and large hillocks on the

order of microns wide, as a result of stacking faults during growth and the influence

of the Ehrlich-Schwöbel (ES) barrier[54], shown in Figure 1.8. The ES barrier is

an energy barrier introduced empirically in epitaxial growth models to model how

the surface morphology emerges on certain surfaces. Metal (111) surfaces have been

known to exhibit large ES barriers, driving 3D growth and the creation of mounds

for homoepitaxial growths. The ES barrier essentially acts as a unidirectional diffu-

sion barrier, allowing uphill diffusion but inhibiting downhill diffusion, promoting the

nucleation of tall mounds[54]. This is in contrast to GaAs(100), where this barrier is

suggested to be small and negative, encouraging net downhill diffusion and inhibiting

3D growth[55]. For non-diffusion limited conditions, the ES barrier is seen as the

primary contributor to the rough surface morphology witnessed for GaAs(111)[54].

This means that buffer layers and InAs wetting layers grown on such unfavourable

morphologies will not be able to support coherent, optically-active QDs. It is thus

imperative to tackle first the problem of rough GaAs(111) homoepitaxial surfaces,
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Figure 1.8: Simplified diagram for the ES barrier at the edge of a nucleating island.
Adatoms are allowed to diffuse up but not down. Figure adapted from Wikipedia

commons under a free license.

and subsequently the issue of inducing the SK growth mode on such surfaces, before

being able to harness the potential on InAs/GaAs(111) QDs for entangled photon

sources. As a side-note, it is important to note however that relatively smooth layers

can be grown on GaAs(111)B in particular using MOCVD [56][57], albeit at very

precise and narrow growth conditions.

For QDs, there is precedent for the employment of surfactants during both MBE

and MOCVD growth. On GaAs(100), where SK growth readily occurs, Bi and Sb

have been used to improve QD uniformity and control QD density preventing QDs

from getting too large (coalescence), ensuring optically active QDs[58][51][59][60]. For

this case, it is posited that In adatom diffusion is decreased as a result of Bi surfac-

tant action, although this fact is subject to some debate[58][59][60]. Recently, QD

growth was successfully achieved on GaAs surfaces where SK growth was previously

unattainable using Bi and Sb, such as GaAs(110)[61][62][63][64]. Preliminary inves-

tigations have suggested this could occur on GaAs(111) as well[65], but despite this

flurry of promising research activity, no in depth studies have been carried out for

Bi/Sb-mediated QD growth on GaAs(111), and GaAs(111) heteroepitaxy using these

surfactants has not been discussed. These are the gaps in the literature which this
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GaAs: (100) (110) (111)

State of Growth 2D + island (SK mode) 2D (FM mode)
defects ( + homoepitaxy) (MBE)[54]

2D (MOCVD)[56]

Bi/Sb action
uniform QDs

QD density control[58][51][60]
inducing QD (SK mode) [63][62] contribution of this thesis

Application QD growth (lasers etc.) QD single photon sources (Cs) entangled photon sources (C3v)

Table 1.1: Summary of growth of InAs/GaAs QDs on different GaAs orientations.

thesis aims to address. A summary of the current state of InAs/GaAs QD surfactant-

mediated growth on different GaAs orientation is presented in Table 1.1.

1.5 Thesis Outline & Scope

Principally, the scope of the thesis is the investigation of the behaviour of Bi as a

surfactant on GaAs(111) using MBE, investigating its properties and inducing smooth

surfaces where previously not possible for GaAs(111) buffer layers. This thesis also

aims to explore the use of Sb as a surfactant on GaAs(111) as well as inducing SK

growth of QDs on the surface.

Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews the pertinent theoretical background on epitaxial

growth and thin film deposition and characterization, with a particular focus on the

techniques used extensively to carry out the work in this thesis; namely MBE and

MOCVD. Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) and the Langmuir

adsorption isotherm model for monolayer growth will also be elaborated upon as they

both play a key role in this thesis, allowing the characterization of how GaAs(111)

homoepitaxial growth proceeds with Bi, as well as the estimation of the desorption

energy barrier for Bi on GaAs(111), which has not yet been reported in the literature.

Discussion of adatom kinetics such as diffusion and desorption is also presented.

Epitaxial growth modes, surface reconstructions, and the three temperature method
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for III-V epitaxial growth are also touched upon.

Chapter 3 will present the first novel work of the thesis, that being the use of Bi

as a surfactant to induce atomically-smooth surface morphologies and atomic steps

on MBE-grown GaAs(111). The chapter will also examine the influence of different

growth conditions like substrate temperature and Bi flux on the grown surface. A

procedure to calibrate the Bi source is also covered. Another novel contribution,

namely the measurement of the desorption barrier of Bi on GaAs(111), is presented.

The design of the RHEED-based experiment will be elaborated upon in detail, as

well as the implementation, comprising a camera to record RHEED fluctuations, and

image analysis and processing to plot RHEED streak intensity changes with time as

an indication of Bi desorption at various temperatures. The growths and experiments

shed light on how Bi alters the adatoms kinetics on the surface.

Chapter 4 will explore the investigation and growth of homoepitaxial GaAs(111)

layers and the novel used of Sb to induce InAs QDs on these surfaces using MOCVD.

Chapter 5 covers the modelling portion of this thesis. The Schrodinger-Poisson

equation/model for calculating energy levels in quantum wells (QWs) is discussed, and

applied to GaAs/AlGaAs and InGaAs/GaAs QWs. An estimate of the spontaneous

emission or photoluminescence from the structure is also calculated. Finally, the

effect of interface roughness on the optical emission is also investigated.

Chapter 6 provides the conclusion of the work presented in the thesis, as well as

identifying areas of future work and improvement.
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Chapter 2

Background & Experimental

Methods

In this chapter the necessary background needed to understand the work in this thesis

will be presented, as will a brief overview of the experimental tools used to carry out

and characterize the growths done. The chapter will touch upon the different types of

epitaxial growth modes possible for thin film epitaxial growth, as well as the surface

dynamics/kinetics and how they can influence these growths.

2.1 Epitaxial growth

The word epitaxy has its origins in Greek words, with “epi” referring to the word

“above” and “taxy” meaning “order”. This accurately describes the process of epi-

taxial growth, which is the process of forming orderly, crystalline layers by depositing

atoms of the chosen material atop a crystalline “seed” layer or substrate. The depo-

sition of these layers is often done in the form of condensing gas precursors onto the
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crystalline substrate under certain temperature and pressure conditions to achieve

condensation. The subsequent epitaxial layers (epilayers) have a well-defined crystal

orientation and are largely influenced by the starting seed layer as they grow on top

of it, and tend to inherit the seed’s order, orientation, and structural properties. Epi-

taxial growth can either be of the homoepitaxial variety, meaning that a material is

deposited or grown atop a substrate or seed of the same material, or heteroeptaxial,

meaning a different material is deposited. The latter form is the more troublesome

one, as differences in crystal structures, lattice spacing, and thermal expansion coef-

ficients among other properties, usually complicate the growth process and can lead

to excessive strain and disharmony, culminating in dislocation/defect-ridden growths.

Strained layer epitaxy arising from lattice parameter mismatches is perhaps the most

important issue to consider for material growth and integration in heteroepitaxy, and

is discussed later on in this chapter.

In epitaxy, the goal is to form or deposit these crystalline thin films on the sub-

strate. Epitaxial growth processes can be chemical in nature such as in chemical

vapour deposition (CVD) and metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD),

where a heated substrate provides the heat needed to facilitate chemical reaction

between the precursor gasses on the surface (causing deposition of the chosen mate-

rial), or physical, such as physical vapour deposition (PVD) techniques like molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE), where the material to be deposited is heated/sublimated from

an effusion cell and the atoms travel in beams onto the substrate to grow the film.

Other physical deposition techniques include pulsed laser deposition (PLD), where

the material to be used is ablated by a laser and turned into vapour to be deposited

on the target, and sputtering, where a plasma or some sputtering gas attacks a target
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(sputtering source), ejecting (sputtered) material from it onto the substrate, gradu-

ally depositing a film. PVD techniques usually necessitate operating in a vacuum in

order to increase mean free path length, providing directionality (ballistic regime),

and making it a line of sight technique. Chemical techniques include chemical vapour

deposition (CVD), MOCVD, and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), among others.

While CVD has a high degree of versatility, does not require an ultra high vacuum

environment (high purity environments with some level of vacuum are used), and pro-

duces a higher growth rate, it requires very high substrate temperatures to facilitate

precursor reaction and deposition, and is less precise than PVD techniques such as

MBE. MOCVD and MBE were both used in this thesis for GaAs(111) growth, and

will be discussed in later in this chapter.

Many factors can impact the nature of the growing epitaxial layer, including the

strain (due to lattice mismatch of the growing layer material and the substrate ma-

terial), the surface energy difference between the growing film and substrate, and the

growth conditions (temperature, flux, growth rate, ratio of fluxes, etc.) among oth-

ers. Flux (z) or alternatively, impingement rate, is defined as the amount of material

being deposited (e.g atoms) per unit area per second.

It can be deduced using the ideal gas law and the Maxwell velocity probability

distribution[66]. The equation for impingement rate z (atoms/cm2·s2) can be defined as

z =
P√

2πmkBT
(2.1.1)

where m is the mass of the impinging atoms, P is the pressure, kB is the Boltzmann

constant, and T is the temperature. For directional gas beams in ultra high vacuum

(UHV) systems, such as in the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth technique, the
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flux can be defined as a beam equivalent pressure (BEP) as intuited from Equation

2.1.1.

During deposition it is important to control the temperature and pressures of the

environment to bring about orderly growth of the epitaxial films with the desired

stoichiometry. Operating with substrates at low temperatures, or at high fluxes or

pressures so as to reach a supersaturated vapour state with a condensate would result

in the bulk condensation (adhesion of gas atoms to its own “condensate” bulk phase)

of the material, which is undesirable for the intricate growth of heterostructures or

superlattices for example, or thin layers such as QWs. For thin film growth it is

desirable to be at equilibrium vapour conditions or below, whereby an adsorbate

layer exists (surface layer of deposited molecules/atoms adhering to the surface of

the substrate). The adsorbate is a distinctly surface phase phenomenon and can be

seen as the fifth state of matter (after gas, liquid, solid, and plasma), with its own

properties. The equilibrium vapour pressure is the pressure at which the vapour is

in equilibrium (condensation and evaporation are equal) with its condensed phase.

Figure 2.1 details the different regimes. The equilibrium vapour pressure of a vapour

Peq (N/m2) is given as

Peq = Pst · e
∆S
k · e

−∆H
kT (2.1.2)

where ∆H is the heat, ∆S is the entropy of vaporization (J/mol), and Pst is the

standard atmospheric pressure (1.013× 105 N/m2).

For the deposition of a thin film of a compound/alloy (e.g. GaAs), it is not

sufficient to thermally evaporate a flux of GaAs to deposit it onto a substrate. This

is because the more volatile component (in GaAs’ case, As) is quickly depleted from
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of different vapour pressure regimes vs. inverse temperature.

the source during the thermal evaporation process. This would not conserve the

stoichiometry of the film, with the deposited film composition changing over time.

For III-V epitaxial deposition, separate sources are used and controlled independently

(e.g. sublimation of elemental III and V sources).

For III-V epitaxy (e.g. MBE), the conventional three temperature method for

thermal deposition is used[67]. The method allows for the growth of extremely stoi-

chiometric III-V films without meticulous control of the fluxes. In this method, two

different sources (one for the III element and one for the V element) are used, each

with a certain temperature applied to them in order to bring about the required flux

via sublimation. The third temperature is that of the substrate in the growth chamber

where the deposition occurs. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.2. “A” refers to

the group III element, while “B” refers to the group V element, and “AB” is the III-V

film (e.g. GaAs). The flux and growth rate for the group III element (e.g. Ga), which

is the element with the lowest vapour pressure, is chosen as per the desired overall

growth rate for AB. The temperature applied to the Ga source (TA) is chosen so that

the resultant flux (BEP) is significantly above that of the equilibrium vapour pressure
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of A over AB (V PA/AB) on the substrate (e.g. BEP >> V PA/AB) so that that it is in

the supersaturation/condensation regime. This way desorption is kept to a minimum

and the group three element is deposited, covering the surface. The group V source

(B, e.g. As) temperature (TB) is chosen to get the required V/III flux ratio. A V/III

ratio of greater than 1 is usually used (group V rich conditions, BEPB > BEPA),

meaning exact flux specification is not an issue as the excess B (more volatile) can

desorb and only the B that is needed bonds to the A covering the surface, main-

taining stoichiometry and consuming all A. The substrate temperature (TSub) is then

carefully selected so that pressure is greater than the equilibrium vapor pressure of

A over AB and B over AB (supersaturation regime, P > V PA/AB, P > V PB/AB ),

ensuring deposition/condensation of the AB film. The pressure should be less than

V PB/B however, so as not to condense segregated phases of B and AB. Therefore,

B vapour is supersaturated with respect to AB but subsaturated with respect to B.

These restrictions on TSub impose a suitable growth window (condensation window)

as shown in Figure 2.2. This also shows that generally TA >> TSub when considering

the A over AB and A over pure A curves. The method also necessitates that the

Gibbs free energy of dissociation of AB is more than that of the vaporization of pure

B.

2.1.1 Strained Layer Epitaxy

One of the most important considerations when it comes to semiconductor het-

erostructure growth and the growth of quantum nanostructures is the compatibility

of the materials to be grown atop each other or atop the substrate, and this is chiefly
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Figure 2.2: A demonstration of the conditions imposed by the three temperature
method for the growth of stoichiometric AB (III-V) films. P shown is the BEP

(equivalent to deposited fluxes).

manifested in the form of the matching (or lack thereof) of the lattice spacing con-

stant (a) for the materials. Epitaxial growth of lattice mismatched layers can lead

to the formation of many types of defects and dislocations in the crystal structure,

introducing detrimental carrier traps and recombination centres to the material, and

degrading performance. This happens due to the strain imparted on the growing

epilayer (depending on the size of the lattice mismatch). The lattice mismatch f is

defined as

f =
afilm − asub

afilm
(2.1.3)

Whether negative or positive strain (tensile or compressive) happens is dependent
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on whether the growing layer or starting (substrate) layer has the larger lattice con-

stant (and thus the sign of f), where afilm > asub induces compression and afilm < asub

induces expansion (tensile strain). While strain is often a deleterious effect as it is

responsible for the formation of defects and dislocations, it can sometimes be desired

or even purposefully introduced in order to manipulate the energy bandgap to tar-

get different applications[38][68] or to induce/drive the formation of nanostructures,

among other uses. Tensile strain decreases the bandgap, while compressive strain

has the opposite effect. The degree of lattice mismatch also dictates the amount of

material allowed to be deposited before complete irreversible plastic relaxation (and

thus dislocations) occur. Where prohibitively large lattice mismatches would mean

immediate dislocation as soon as the first monolayers (single atom layers) form, more

modest mismatches would allow for the growth of thin films (≈ nm) before plas-

tically relaxing, facilitating for example the growth of narrow QW heterostructures

with small mismatches[69]. Growths with minimal lattice mismatches would facilitate

the growth of thick films/heterostructures without significant dislocations or defects.

This is because as the amount of material deposited on the starting layer/substrate

grows, the strain energy steadily increases, till the tipping point where the structure

plastically deforms and dislocations are formed in a bid to relax this energy. This

imposes a maximum thickness allowed before plastic relaxation depending on the

degree of mismatch, and is referred to as the “critical thickness” (dc), after which

dislocations occur. This regime is known as the pseudomorphic growth regime, where

elastic strain relaxation exists without inducing dislocations. The strain experienced
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by an epilayer (εf ) is defined as

εf =
afilm|| − afilm

afilm
(2.1.4)

where afilm|| is the in-plane lattice constant for the film, and εf is the fraction of

deviation from the film lattice constant. If εf < f , the film is partially relaxed. If

εf = f , the film is known as a “coherent” film. For these elastically strained films,

the in plane strain is relieved by an out of plane strain. The types of strained layer

epitaxy are shown in Figure 2.3. The dislocation shown in the figure is known as

a misfit dislocation, and is commonly found in III-V epitaxy for plastically relaxed

layers.

Figure 2.3: Graphical demonstration of the types of strained layer epitaxy. An
elastically strained “coherent” film is shown on the left, while a plastically relaxed
film with dislocations is shown on the right. In and out of plane strain is shown for

strained layers.

The energy of the growing epilayer can be seen as the summation of the energy as a

result of the strain and the energy as a result of the dislocations (Matthews-Blakeslee

theory)[69]. In this way, strain and dislocation nucleation are coupled together, where

strain energy is relieved by dislocation formation and vice versa. Dislocations gener-

ally nucleate when doing so would minimize the overall energy. Kinetic considerations
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also matter for dislocation formation, such as growth temperature. Higher temper-

atures could supply the needed energy to form dislocations, thus decreasing dc. It

is also important to note that strain need not necessarily be translated into dislo-

cations for strain relief. The formation of nanostructures on the surface and surface

roughening could also form as manifestations of strain relief, depending on the surface

energetics (increase of surface area aids in relief). This phenomenon can be observed

in the formation of QDs using the SK growth mode. When forming such nanostruc-

tures (such as QDs) is desirable, it is important to make sure that they are coherent,

and are not accompanied by defect/dislocation formation to maintain satisfactory

optical and electrical performance.

2.1.2 Growth Modes

As mentioned, crucial parameters influencing how the growth proceeds are the surface

energies of the growing film and substrate. The surface energy is defined as the work

needed to create the surface from the bulk. Surfaces and interfaces are generally less

energetically favourable than the bulk (excess energy), as the atoms on the surface

have higher energies due to incomplete dangling bonds. Surface energy can also

be defined as half the energy of cohesion when cutting a bulk sample, with each

resultant surface possessing half the energy of cohesion. Depending on surface energy

and strain considerations, the growth can yield 2D layer by layer growth (Frank van

der Merwe or FM) growth, 3D island (Volmer-Weber or VM growth), or a hybrid

2D + 3D growth mode (Stranski-Krastanov or SK growth). The growth mode is

generally dictated by a confluence of symbiotic factors, but can be summarized as

a competition between surface, interface, and strain energy (for the dislocation free
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growth regime). The growth mode that minimizes the overall free energy (interface

+ strain + surface) is the mode that occurs during growth, but generally for (γsub >

γfilm) FM growth occurs, and (γsub < γfilm) induces VM growth, where γ is the

surface energy. This is due to the fact that for (γsub > γfilm), the adhesion of adatoms

to the substrate is stronger than its adhesion to its own species (γ can be seen as a

measure of adhesion force), reducing mounds and favoring a passivation/wetting of

the substrate (2D growth). For (γsub < γfilm), adhesion of adatoms to themselves

is stronger, so coalescence of adatoms together to form islands is favoured and 3D

growth ensues. Traditionally, the SK growth mode is the preferred mode for QD

growth. The conditions for the growth modes are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Epitaxial growth modes for different surface energy combinations

For the popular InAs/GaAs(100) material system for QD growth, the SK growth

mode is readily available when depositing InAs on the GaAs substrate, with a siz-

able lattice mismatch (f = 7.2 %). The presence of this strain is an important

factor in provoking SK growth, as this strain energy is relaxed by increasing the

surface area and thus forming quantum nanostructures or islands. In SK growth,

the first monolayer wets the surface in a 2D (FM) fashion, lowering the surface en-

ergies by passivating the dangling bonds, more than the increase in added layers

does to the strain energy, so the overall energy decreases (for the InAs/GaAs(100)

material system γfilm:InAs < γsub:GaAs(100)). This wetting layer strain changes the
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energetics of the growth, and a VW-style island growth occurs (increased surface

area) as a method of strain relief, rather than the formation of dislocations. For

SK growth, the critical thickness (dc(SK)) is the thickness after which the 3D islands

start to form after the wetting layer has been established. If the critical thickness

for dislocations(dc(dislocation)) is exceeded, the strain is relaxed plastically and dislo-

cations are formed. These are competing manifestations of strain relaxation, and

whichever occurs first (whichever critical thickness is lowest) will dictate the growth

mode. After reaching dc(SK), the energy is initially decreased by the formation of

islands, then steadily increases as the islands grow and the strain energy increases.

For the 2D growth, after the initial wetting later, the strain from the extra layers

causes an energy increase till the dislocations are formed after the critical thickness,

and the energy is subsequently decreased. The process for growth on an SK mode

material system such as InAs/GaAs(100) is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

For other low index GaAs surfaces mentioned in the introduction, (dc(SK) >

dc(dislocation)), meaning that 2D layers form and if dc(dislocation) is exceeded, disloca-

tions are formed all before any QDs are formed, meaning they are not conducive

to QD growth. Bi’s use as a surfactant in InAs/GaAs growth has been proven

to induce QD growth on GaAs(110)[63][62], meaning Bi decreased dc(SK) to get

dc(SK) < dc(dislocation), allowing QD growth by reducing the energetic cost to form

QDs. Bi was also found to change dc(SK) depending on Bi flux, and Bi can be in-

troduced after InAs film growth to produce on-demand QDs[63], A similar behaviour

and decrease of dc(SK) was shown in preliminary experiments for GaAs(111)[65]. This

thesis will explore Bi’s influence on these parameters for GaAs(111) growth.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram comparing FM vs SK growth for a material system following
SK growth such as InAs/GaAs(100), with respect to energy vs. film monolayers

grown[5]

2.1.3 Growth Kinetics & Models

To fully understand how growth proceeds and adatom behaviour on the surface,

it is important to discuss adatom kinetics. This encompasses adatom interactions,

adsorption, diffusion, and desorption on the surface, among other kinetic processes.

The kinetics are distinct from the thermodynamics, as kinetics describe the speed or

rate of the reaction or process occurring rather than the spontaneity or possibility

of occurrence. In the context of the growth kinetics, the Arrhenius relationship is

an important one to comprehend, as it governs the rate of many of the processes

on the surface where the thermal excitation plays a crucial role (thermally activated

processes), such as diffusion/migration and desorption, shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.9.

Depending on the surface and growth conditions, adatoms can migrate and hop across

the surface to different surface sites/free bonds if they can scale the required diffusion
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energy barrier (Udiff ) (eV) or activation energy for the Arrhenius process, which

depends on the surface and crystal structure. Higher temperatures would give the

adatom more thermal energy to be able to overcome such barriers and diffuse freely.

A similar barrier exists for desorption from the surface (Udes). Adatoms bound to free

bonds on the surface to minimize their energy oscillate with a characteristic frequency

(dependent on the surface and size of adsorbed atom) and try to break free of the

bonds in order to hop onto the next site (diffuse) or desorb from the surface with a

frequency known as the attempt frequency ν, and is usually on the order of ≈ 1013

Hz. The rate of desorption and diffusion ΓDes and ΓDiff (s−1) can be defined by an

Arrhenius equation as

ΓDes =
1

τDes
= ν · e

−UDes
kBT (2.1.5)

ΓDiff =
1

τDiff
= ν · e

−UDiff
kBT (2.1.6)

where the exponential term is a Boltzmann/thermodynamic factor signifying prob-

ability, and τDes is the residence lifetime of the adsorbed species on the surface (or

how long it takes for the adatoms to desorb).

For Arrhenius equations, it is possible to extract activation energies by varying

the temperature, measuring the subsequent rates and plotting them vs. inverse tem-

perature (Arrhenius plot) as in Figure 2.6, with the y-intercept yielding the attempt

frequency ν.

Diffusion can occur in a number of ways, including hopping/jumping to free sites,

atomic exchange of adatoms swapping positions, and quantum tunneling through
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Figure 2.6: Arrhenius plot for thermally activated processes such as desorption and
diffusion.

(low) diffusion barriers, even for low temperature adatoms[70]. Adatoms can also

diffuse as groups. Generally, UDiff >> kT , and therefore τ−1 << ν (otherwise

UDiff would be irrelevant for diffusion). In general UDes > UDiff for diffusion to

occur on the surface readily, and so that desorption does not happen instantaneously

and dominate the kinetics. Diffusivity is also highly dependent on the orientation,

as different crystallographic planes have varying atom densities and plane spacings.

Depending on the crystal direction, an anisotropy in diffusion rate can also occur.

Diffusivity D (m2/s) is defined as

D =
a2

nτDiff
(2.1.7)

where a is the site spacing, and n is the number of nearest site neighbours (4 for cubic

and 6 for hexagonal structures). The diffusion length λDiff (m) of the adatom on

the surface is a metric extracted from random walk statistics, symbolizing the mean
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the different kinetic and Arrhenius processes (diffusion
and desorption) experienced by adatoms on the surface.

square displacement of the diffusing adatom. It is an expression of the D while taking

into account the surface lifetime (τs), or the time the adatom remains active on the

surface before desorption or incorporation.

λDiff =
√
Dτs (2.1.8)

The surface lifetime is limited by both the desorption process (Equation (2.1.5))

and the incorporation process, which is the process in which the adatom sticks to a

site, due to island nucleation or attaching to a step edge among other possibilities,

forming bonds with several neighbours and solidifying its position, yielding longer τs.

Depending on the position of the adatom and its surroundings, the binding energy or

incorporation could be very strong due to the high number of nearest neighbours (at

kinks or nucleating islands) to weak (adsorbed to a single site), as seen in Figure 2.8.

Since (UDes > UDiff ), desorption is more dependent/sensitive to T , τs is limited
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of adatoms interactions on the surface, particularly types of
incorporation. The ES barrier can also be observed inhibiting step downhill

diffusion.

by desorption for high temperatures (τs ≈ τDes), whereas for low temperatures incor-

poration limits τs. To calculate the number of diffusion hops (h) for the desorption

limited regime, the diffusion rate is divided by the desorption rate to get

h =
ΓDiff
ΓDes

=
τDes
τDiff

=
ν · e−UDiff/kT

ν · e−UDes/kT
= e

−(UDiff−UDes)/kT (2.1.9)

The diffusion length (λDiff ) has a profound impact on the growth dynamics. High

λDiff allows adatoms to diffuse freely across the surface and to meet other adatoms

and start nucleating/forming flat 2D islands, increasing horizontally in size. With
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surfaces that have a significant ES barrier, this could drive vertical growth of the

island gaining height due to the stifling of downhill diffusion. Smooth 2D layers could

form when these islands remain flat and expand to meet other islands, creating a flat

2D coverage of the surface and thus a monolayer. This process consisting of island

formation, expansion, and coverage is repeated above the 2D layer to give 2D layer

by layer FM growth. 2D monolayer formation time tML (s) can be defined as

tML =
Ns

z
(2.1.10)

where Ns is the number of adsorption surface sites in the surface, and assuming

the probability of the deposited adatom to adsorb and stick to the surface without

desorption is 1.

Low λDiff (as a result of a low temperature for example) contributes to roughening

as the adatoms stick to their positions, increasing the density of incorporated adatoms

sparsely populated at random positions on the surface, resulting in roughening as

coherent islands cannot be formed due to a lack of adatom mobility. Therefore the

adatoms cannot reach the favorable incorporation positions at kinks, step edges, and

the forming flat islands as described in the 2D layer growth process, creating rough

surfaces.

For vicinal substrates with a nominal offcut (not perfectly flat, but with inherent

step edges), step-flow growth could commence if λDiff is sufficiently high (Figure

2.9). For step-flow growth to occur, λDiff should be greater than the terrace width

in order to facilitate incorporation to the step edges and not nucleate islands on the

terraces. In this growth regime the adatoms attach to the step edges (as they are

favourable binding positions) so the steps keep growing. Some steps can grow faster
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and wider than others (step bunching) or the steps can grow at a uniform rate with

equal widths (step-antibunching). The steps grow with a certain velocity depending

on the growth rate, and in the direction of the substrate offcut. In either case the

final grown epilayer is a stepped surface, like the starting substrate.

Figure 2.9: The process of step-flow growth as the growth progresses. This occurs at
Wt < λDiff

To describe the coverage of deposited adatoms and the formation of monolayers on

the surface, several models have been considered, the most simple and prominent of

which is the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model. In this model, adsorption is con-

sidered for empty sites only, so no island nucleation or multi-monolayer structures are

considered (adatoms can only adsorb to empty sites). In addition, no adatom-adatom

interactions are taken into account, and diffusion is neglected. Multiple adsorption

is also not allowed, and all empty sites have identical characteristics. Therefore as-

suming the coverage (θ) of the surface is between 0 and 1, and an impinging flux z
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provides adatoms that stick with 100% probability to only empty surface sites, and

that the only process working to decrease this coverage and counteracting the adsorp-

tion is the desorption processes (which is governed by an Arrhenius relationship), the

rate of change of θ can be given as[71]

dθ

dt
= (

(1− θ)z
Ns

)− θνe
−UDes
kBT (2.1.11)

where the first term on the right hand side of the equation is the adsorption term,

considering only empty sites (1 − θ), and the second one is the desorption term,

considering only filled sites θ. To solve for the steady state coverage at a given flux,

dθ
dt

= 0 to yield

θ =
z

z + νNse
−UDes
kBT

(2.1.12)

θ =
QP

1 +QP
(2.1.13)

where

Q =
e
UDes
kBT

νNs

√
2πmkBT

(2.1.14)

An estimate of Equation (2.1.14) representing the Langmuir adsorption isotherm is

plotted in Figure 2.10. The Langmuir model, while adequate and quite powerful in its

simplicity for singular monolayer formation, does not accurately model film formation

at high BEP or fluxes (when molecules start to stick to other admolecules and bulk

condensation occurs) and presupposes strong adsorption of adatoms to the surface,

so that inter-adatom or inter-admolecular interactions are neglected in light of the
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adsorption to the surface/substrate. A more detailed model, and thus more accurate

for these conditions, is the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model[72], which models

multilayer adsorption and takes into account the interactions between the adsorbent

species. For the work in this thesis, the Langmuir model will be discussed in modeling

the coverage of Bi. The choice of the simpler model is sufficient and justified, as the

discussion will be related to monolayer formation of Bi, as the growth conditions used

for Bi surfactant investigation do not yield bulk Bi condensation.

Figure 2.10: A rough sketch and comparison of the coverage as predicted by the
Langmuir model as a function of BEP.

2.1.4 Surface Reconstructions

As mentioned so far in this thesis, the surface of a material harbours distinctly dif-

ferent properties from the bulk, as a consequence of the lower number of atoms the

surface atoms are bonded to. In this respect, they have a higher energy than the bulk

atoms and are more reactive, since there are many unfulfilled dangling bonds on the

surface driving up the energy of the surface. Surfaces are created by cleaving the bulk

and cutting these bonds, and the stronger these bonds were (e.g. covalent bonds) the
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higher the surface energy due to the high energy of the dangling bonds. For these sur-

face atoms this is an unstable situation, and this high reactivity could readily result

in oxidation or the incorporation of impurities, which is one of the reasons why thin

films are grown in UHV to minimize this possibility. In the absence of any way to

passivate the surface, the surface atoms, which are freer than their bulk counterparts

due to the lack of a top layer of atoms pinning them into position, have some freedom

to regroup on the surface into a minimum energy position (an example is shown in

Figure 2.11). This minimizes the surface energies and satisfies some of the bonds

at the expense of some elastic strain with respect to the surface atoms’ bonds with

the bulk. This process can result in a relaxation of the layer (change in position of

entire surface layer closer to the bulk) or a total reconstruction of the layer, with the

surface atoms taking on different periodicities than the bulk atoms. Diamond/zinc-

blende materials such as III-V semiconductors tend to form sp3 hybridized orbitals to

create 4 bonds to bond to their nearest neighbours covalently, and a reconstruction

can happen by forming bonds using hybridized orbitals to minimize dangling bond

energy. Changes in the reconstruction intensify with the introduction of adsorbed

atoms and molecules on the surface or during deposition, with more radical recon-

structions being possible, particularly for strongly adsorbed (chemisorbed) species.

Layers can undergo a conservative reconstruction, with the number of atoms staying

the same after the reconstruction, or non conservative, with the number of atoms on

the surface changing (e.g. desorption). The surface reconstruction can influence the

subsequent growth on the surface, and can be altered depending on the growth con-

ditions like flux and temperature, and thus it is important to monitor during growth

to fully deduce what is occurring on the surface.
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Reconstruction notation denotes the periodicites of the surface atoms compared

to the bulk. Using the translation vectors for the lattice defining the unit cell of the

structure on the surface (~a,~b), for a surface reconstruction with twice the periodicity in

the ~a direction but the same bulk periodicity in the ~b direction and at an angle φ, the

notation would be (2× 1)R = φ. This case is laid out in Figure 2.12. GaAs(001) has

exhibited a (2 × 4) reconstruction under typical growth conditions[73], meaning the

unit cell on the surface is twice as long along the [11̄0] direction and four times as long

along the [110] direction (compared to bulk periodicity). GaAs(111)A has been shown

to have a (2 × 2) reconstruction, while GaAs(111)B has exhibited (
√

19 ×
√

19)R =

±23.4° in addition to the (2× 2) reconstruction[74].

Figure 2.11: A rough diagram detailing an example of a (2×) surface reconstruction

and a relaxation of the surface layer. The ~b direction points out of the page.
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2.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)

MBE is one of the most advanced and precise methods used for epitaxial growth.

Materials are deposited in a UHV environment (10−8 − 10−12 Torr) to ensure max-

imum purity of the film and the absence of contaminants. A schematic of an MBE

system is shown in Figure 2.12. The system consists of a load-lock, where the sub-

strate is first placed, and then is transferred via the preparation chamber and valve

to the growth chamber, where the growth commences under UHV conditions. The

UHV environment elongates the mean free path (≈ km) of the gasses/evaporated

material being deposited, allowing them to form highly directional beams impinging

on the surface, and inhibiting the interaction of these beams with each other during

deposition. Due to the large mean free path and the vacuum, the fluxes are entirely

dependent on the temperature applied to the effusion cells and the control of the shut-

ters, with impurities (e.g. H2,O2,C) inhibited from depositing due to their very low

concentrations when contrasted with the molecular beams. To maintain this vacuum,

a variety of pumps are used at different vacuum levels. The load-lock is kept at (5

× 10−6 Torr) using roughing and turbo-molecular pumps, while the growth chamber

is pumped to achieve the UHV conditions. The substrate sits atop a molybdenum

wafer holder due to its high thermal tolerance. Interaction occurs when both beams

condense and crystallize on the substrate, which is heated by a heating coil. The

growth is largely characterized by the rate of arrival of the deposited atoms on the

surface, namely the growth rate (of the resultant film), which is limited to around

≈ 1 µm/hr. Substrate temperature can be monitored either by a thermocouple in-

stalled in the vicinity of the substrate, or using a pyrometer in which the black-body

radiation of the substrate is captured and from which the true temperature of the
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substrate can be deduced. These two methods are employed in the MBE system used

for the work in this thesis. Flux monitors/gauges are used to monitor the pressure

inside the chamber and measure flux BEPs. To help maintain vacuum and filter out

impurities from the chamber, a liquid nitrogen-cooled shroud is used in the growth

chamber to condense volatile gasses and water vapour, which is then pumped out of

the system/growth chamber. Effusion cells housing the constituent source materials

(e.g. pure Ga and As for GaAs growth) and for dopants are heated to thermally

evaporate the material into the growth chamber via sublimation (solid source MBE

or SSMBE). Some MBE systems utilize gas sources rather than sublimation-based

solid ones. In this sense, gas-source MBEs (GSMBE) or hydride-source MBEs can be

seen as a crossover between CVD and chemical techniques with physical ones such as

SSMBE. GSMBEs are considered as chemical beam epitaxy techniques, as the UHV

also forces the carrier gas to act as a gaseous beam till it reaches the substrate surface

rather than the atomic beams in SSMBE. GSMBEs give better control of the flux, but

may introduce contaminants such as H2 from the gas sources. SSMBE uses elemental

solid As sublimation to produce As4, which has a low sticking probability. Therefore,

an arsenic cracker is needed to heat the arsenic tetramer As4 gas (800-1000 °C) to

create As2 dimers. For GSMBE (as used in this thesis) the cracker is used to crack ar-

sine gas (AsH3) with H2 as a by-product. Cracked species (such as As2) stick easier to

the surface, first by weakly adsorbing onto the surface then undergoing dissociative

adsorption to finally strongly adsorb and incorporate on the surface as monomers.

For SSMBE, this large As4 production requires high pumping speeds to get rid of the

excess arsenic (growths usually occur in group V rich conditions). In addition, large

fluxes for SSMBE necessitate large effusion cells (solid source). In the GSMBE used
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in this thesis, AsH3 is used as the As source (with a cracker), and solid elemental

sources (sublimation) are used for Ga and Bi. The MBE system used was a GSMBE

from SVT Associates [75] housed in the Centre for Emerging Device Technologies

(CEDT) at McMaster University. Further details about the MBE system used are

given in chapter 3.

Figure 2.12: A schematic of an MBE system.

2.3 Metal-organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD)

MOCVD is a chemical epitaxial technique used to produce crystalline films, without

using a high vacuum environment. This technique employs the use of gas precursors

containing the group V and III elements to be grown, carried by a carrier gas to the

reaction chamber, where the gasses are mixed and passed over the substrate (horizon-

tal reactor MOCVD) or introduced via a showerhead-like structure (vertical reactor),
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where pyrolysis or thermal decomposition of the mixture ensues, depositing the III-

V material. The MOCVD system used in this thesis utilizes a showerhead/vertical

reactor. The substrate sits atop a graphite holder/susceptor and is heated using a

coil. The growth is based on the gasses being in the supersaturation regime, with gas

pressures ranging from 10 to 760 Torr. This permits the use of much higher fluxes

and growth rates than those used in MBE. Hydride sources are used for the group V

elements (e.g. arsine or AsH3 for As), while metal-organic precursors are used for the

group III elements (e.g. trimethyl-gallium or Ga(CH3)3 for Ga). Triethyl species are

also sometimes used for group III elements, as are alkyls for group V (e.g. tertiary-

butyl arsine or TBA). Metal-organic precursors are volatile and can undergo thermal

decomposition at relatively attainable temperatures (≈ 500 °C). The temperature

needed for pyrolysis differs depending on the strength of the bonds of the precur-

sor, with more carbon atoms meaning a weaker bond and a lower required substrate

temperature to induce the decomposition and hence the reaction. The precursors are

transported by the aforementioned carrier gas (typically H2) which should be inert to

reduce interaction and maintain purity as they constitute most of the gas. N2 is also

used as a carrier due to its inertness and effectiveness in cracking the metal-organic

molecules due to its increased mass, enhancing purity.

A typical MOCVD reactor consists of a reaction chamber (Figure 2.13) where

the growth takes place, gas and bubbler cylinders for the source and carrier gasses,

and mass flow controllers and valves to regulate the flow and fluxes leading to the

chamber. The group III and V sources are stored separately. The bubbler cylinders

house the metal-organic group III precursors in liquid form, such as Trimethyl-gallium

(TMGa), and the gas cylinders house the group V hydride sources (e.g. AsH3) and
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dopants. The bubbler cylinders are kept in a thermal bath and their vapour pressure

is regulated. The carrier gas is passed through the bubbler and depending on the

bubbler temperature, a certain amount of the precursors will be carried to the reaction

chamber. Therefore it is the carrier gas flow rate and the bubbler temperature that

determine the deposition rate and thus the growth rate. After the reaction occurs

and the material is deposited, the remaining gasses and reaction products (e.g. CH4)

are then pumped out after dilution and scrubbing and passed to the exhaust.

Comparing both MBE and MOCVD as the premier epitaxial growth techniques

for III-V epitaxy (Figure 2.13), MBE is characterized by numerous advantages. These

include the ability to create abrupt doping profiles and thin heterostructures due to

the accuracy and precision of the beams, as well as being able to create extremely

pure films thanks to the UHV environment. For SSMBE, the process is also relatively

simple, not necessitating carrier gasses which need high temperatures to react on the

surface and deposit the materials, and adding/integrating new sources is relatively

straightforward. UHV also facilitates the use of in-situ characterization techniques

to monitor the growth as it proceeds, such as Reflection High Energy Diffraction

(RHEED), which will be expanded upon later in this chapter. In addition, SSMBE

does not utilize highly dangerous and toxic hydride group V sources, and GSMBE at

least do not do so at high pressures. Despite these many advantages, MBE has been

largely relegated to the realm of research and development and its commercial use has

been sparse, owing to its limited growth rates when compared to chemical techniques

(e.g. MOCVD), and its limited scalability and thus limited commercial viability. The

significant advantages of MOCVD in cost and scalability while still maintaining the

purity of crystalline films mean both techniques are highly relevant, and both will
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be explored in this thesis in the context of the growth of GaAs(111) homoepitaxial

films using surfactants. For the growth procedures in chapter 4, an industrial-grade,

low pressure MOCVD system provided by Structured Material Industries (SMI)[76]

was used in the CEDT. The system utilizes a vertical growth chamber with a close-

coupled showerhead reactor, and the carrier gas used was H2. The precursors used

were TMGa and TEGa for Ga and AsH3 for As.

Figure 2.13: A comparison of the growth chambers of a) MOCVD, b) SSMBE, and
c) GSMBE. Figure adapted from Wikipedia commons under a free license.

2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy is an imaging technique belonging to a family of microscopy

techniques known as scanning probe microscopy (SPM). This technique is capable

of imaging surfaces at sub-nanometre resolutions and is the most popular technique
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used for gathering high-resolution topographical surface images and height data of

samples.

The basic working principle of AFM is the use of a fine tip (radius of curvature ≈

nm) on a silicon or silicon nitride springy cantilever (with a certain spring constant) to

horizontally scan the sample surface, with the tip tracing the sample topography and

height. The tip is kept in place while the platform/stage housing the sample moves

in a raster fashion, with the aid of piezoelectric actuators producing fine movements.

This typical AFM setup is shown in Figure 2.14. The raster motion occurs till the

tip covers the entirety of the selected sample area, thus creating the image. As the

tip completes the scan, the tip reacts or deflects to a degree depending on the force

imparted on it as a result of the proximity of the tip to the surface. These forces

causing the deflection as a consequence of the proximity could be as a result of direct

mechanical contact (contact mode AFM), van der Waals forces, or electrostatic forces.

In contact mode AFM, the tip is directly touching the sample (or a formed adsorbed

fluid layer) as the scan progresses. The force can be calculated using Hooke’s law

and the deflection is measured. This mode yields high scan speeds and is useful

for rough jagged surfaces with dramatic height fluctuations, but the constant direct

contact could damage the sample, and shear forces resultant from direct contact could

result in a misleading image. In tapping mode, the tip oscillates with a frequency

below the resonant frequency of the cantilever, with oscillation amplitudes on the

order of tens of nanometres. The resonant frequency depends on the forces affecting

the tip due to the proximity of the surface, and as the tip approaches to tap the

surface, the amplitude of the oscillation decreases. This damping of the oscillation

and thus change in the amplitude of the deflection can be used to extract the height
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of the sample at that given point. For this mode, alteration/damage to the sample

is minimized at the expense of scanning speed, and shear forces are absent. A non-

contact mode also can be used with the tip oscillating but not touching the surface

(unlike tapping mode, which taps it), relying on long range van der Waals forces

to modulate the oscillation and amplitude depending on the surface. This method

is ideal for soft samples but usually requires to be operated in a vacuum to allow

the tip to operate without getting trapped in the adsorbed fluid layer, and slower

speeds must be used. For the purposes of imaging epitaxial semiconductor thin films,

tapping mode is commonly used and is what will be used in this thesis.

Figure 2.14: A block diagram illustrating the components of a typical AFM tool.
Figure adapted from Wikipedia commons under a free license.

For deflection measurement, the deflection is most commonly acquired using op-

tical techniques. As the scan occurs, a laser beam is pointed on the scanning tip and

the beam is reflected by the tip and collected into a four quadrant photodetector. De-

pending on the angle of reflection (which differs depending on the tip height/position

and thus reflection), one photodetector measures a value different from the other, and

using the difference between the two readings, it is possible to calculate the degree of
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the deflection and thus the height of the sample at that given coordinate. Feedback

electronics help keep the oscillation constant by defining a specific set point. Other

beam deflection measurement techniques can be used, such as the use of optical in-

terferometry or the detection of Doppler shifts from the vibrating tip[77][78].

The AFM apparatus described, while first envisioned as an imaging technique,

has also found use as a tool to measure force, and thus used in force spectroscopy to

measure the mechanical properties of a sample, and as a manipulator, whereby the

tip is used to interact with nanostructures, for nanoparticle assembly, and even atom

manipulation on the surface[79].

AFM will be used in this thesis primarily for the measurement of the roughness of

the grown films, as well as to probe the surface morphology of the grown GaAs(111)

films with and without surfactants in order to investigate their behaviour. Two AFM

tools were used in this thesis. The main one was a MFP-3D atomic force microscope

(Asylum Research[80]) in tapping mode. The other one was the Anton-Paar Tosca

400 AFM[81] housed in the McMaster Manufacturing Research Institute (MMRI),

also in tapping mode. The tips used had a resonance frequency of 300 KHz and a

radius below 10 nm (for both systems). The Asylum Research AFM tool was used

unless otherwise stated.

2.5 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction

(RHEED)

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) is one of the chief methods

used in MBE for in-situ monitoring of the growth and of surface processes. It is an
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electron diffraction technique, similar to transmission electron microscopy, but specifi-

cally for interrogating crystal surfaces. An electron or RHEED gun is used to generate

a high energy electron beam (e-beam), which is directed at the sample crystal (i.e.

the growing film) as the growth progresses. The high e-beam energy (≈ 20 keV) gives

the beam a very small de Broglie wavelength (λ ≈ 0.06 nm for the aforementioned

energy), rendering it on the order of or smaller than the lattice/plane spacing of the

crystal, allowing the e-beam to act as a wave suitable for undergoing diffraction, and

facilitating the gleaning of surface information from the resultant diffraction pattern

following constructive interference. The in-situ nature of the characterization is only

possible due to the UHV conditions of the MBE technique. The e-beam strikes the

surface at a grazing angle of incidence which is usually only a few degrees. The e-

beam grazes the surface, entering only the first few monolayers, and then diffracts

due to the atoms in the lattice site positions. The diffracted e-beam then exits the

surface, striking a fluorescent screen to show the RHEED diffraction pattern.

The general Laue diffraction (assuming conservation of crystal momentum) con-

dition for constructive interference from a beam interacting with a crystal lattice is

given by[82]

~kD − ~kI = ~G (2.5.1)

where the input and diffracted output beams have a momentum of ~kI and ~kD, and ~G

(m−1) is the reciprocal lattice vector. The reciprocal lattice is the Fourier transform of

the physical real lattice, where a physical crystal plane spacing of d is translated into

2π/d for the reciprocal lattice, with points on the reciprocal lattice representing families

of crystallographic planes. The reciprocal lattice is the pattern found to represent
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the spatial one after interrogation via diffraction, and is thus a crucial concept for

crystallography and diffraction as a characterization tool.

Assuming conservation of energy, it is clear that

∣∣∣~kI∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣ ~kD∣∣∣ =

2π

λ
(2.5.2)

It is important to note that by restricting the analysis to elastic scattering condi-

tions as implied by the previous equation, with some simplification, the general Laue

condition in Equation (2.5.1) can be reduced to the famous Bragg condition without

loss of generality. The angle between ~kI and ~kD, θD , is the diffraction angle. As in

Figure 2.15, the reciprocal lattice is represented as extremely long rods rather than

points due to the 2D nature of surfaces (RHEED characterizes the surface only) with

respect to the 3D bulk, where the spatial constraint of the perpendicular out-of place

direction causes an elongation in the reciprocal lattice due to the inverse relation-

ship between them. The input and diffraction wavevectors can construct a sphere

(circle in 2D) known as the Ewald sphere, whereby according to the condition in

Equation (2.5.1), an intersection of this sphere and any of the reciprocal lattice rods

would satisfy the Laue condition, yielding constructive interference and a diffraction

pattern.

Figure 2.15, shows the multiple diffraction orders possible from the multiple in-

tersections between the elongated lattice rods and the Ewald sphere, as well as the

different Laue circles/zones. The spacing between RHEED spots is r and the distance

between the sample and the RHEED screen is R. The notation for each interference

spot depending on the Laue zone and angle of diffraction is also shown, with the

least diffracted angle being called the specular spot and denoted as (0,0). Due to the
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Figure 2.15: 3D sectional view sketch of intersection of Ewald sphere with lattice
rods, yielding spots on the screen.

very small wavelength and thus the large value of
∣∣∣~kI∣∣∣ and

∣∣∣ ~kD∣∣∣, and the very closely-

packed rods with a spacing of d, the rods can be seen as bundling up to form some

sort of mesh-like plane made out of rods. The intersection of these “planes” with the

sphere gives the Laue circles. As a result of the large circle radius, (~kI >> ~G), θD

is very small and one can approximate ~kI to be perpendicular to ~G. Using the small

angle approximation and geometrical arguments from Figure 2.15

sin(θD) ≈

∣∣∣~G∣∣∣∣∣∣~kI∣∣∣ ≈
r

R
=
λ

d
(2.5.3)

To ensure intersection, the sample can be tilted (shifting reciprocal lattice rods)

or e-beam energy (and thus λ) changed. It is obvious that the reciprocal lattice,

and thus the diffraction pattern, is highly dependent on the physical structure of the

real surface lattice and thus RHEED and other electron diffraction techniques are

a potent tool for probing the crystal surface. In RHEED’s case, it is an extremely
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powerful technique for monitoring growth, nucleation, and surface dynamics, and thus

crucially the aforementioned surface reconstructions, with certain RHEED patterns

corresponding to certain reconstructions. The periodicity of the spots/streaks in the

pattern symbolizes periodicity on the surface as shown in Figure 2.17.

RHEED pattern intensity is also a key metric to consider when attempting to

deduce what is going on at the surface. It has been used to monitor the state of

the growth as shown in Figure 2.16, with more rough incomplete layer growth (or

those with an abundance of islands) increasing scattering and giving off a diffuse, low

intensity glow, while smoother surfaces give high specular intensities. The intensity

tends to cycle between these two extremes as the growth progresses, giving an account

of surface conditions while also allowing for the measurement of monolayer formation

time.

Figure 2.16: RHEED intensity variation as the growth progresses. A) symbolizes a
fully formed smooth surface/epilayer (blue), B) symbolizes a growing epilayer with
partial coverage, and C) represents the low point for the intensity at peak surface
roughness. After C) the intensity climbs as the layer forms into a complete one,

returning to A) once more and thus completing a monolayer growth cycle.
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The monitoring of RHEED patterns as a reflection of adatom behaviour on the

surface during epitaxial growths, such as the monitoring of desorption times, surface

smoothness during growth, oxide removal, and surface reconstructions will be used in

the work in this thesis.

Figure 2.17: RHEED patterns for GaAs(111)A homoepitaxial growth, which will be
elaborated upon in chapter 3. A 2× 2 reconstruction, meaning the periodicity of the

surface is twice the bulk, is shown on the left and a (1× 1) pattern implying a
surface reconstruction (during Bi deposition on GaAs(111) with identical surface

periodicity to the bulk is shown on the right.
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Chapter 3

Bi as a Surfactant for MBE of

GaAs(111)

In this chapter, the behaviour of Bi as a surfactant on GaAs(111) is investigated. A

process for calibrating the new Bi source is outlined and the source is used to explore

Bi adatom action on GaAs(111)A. Bi is shown to act as a surfactant under certain

growth conditions, inducing atomically-smooth stepped GaAs(111)A buffer layers

when employed in GaAs(111)A MBE homoepitaxy. Greater Bi fluxes are shown to

create smoother surfaces, and Bi is proven to also drive step anti-bunching, evening

out step widths. A RHEED-based experiment is also proposed to measure the desorp-

tion energy barrier, by measuring the RHEED streak intensity change as Bi desorbs.

3.1 Calibration of the Bi source

A new solid Bi source/effusion cell was procured and installed into the hydride

source/gas source MBE system (GSMBE from SVT Associates[75]) used in the Centre
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Temperature (°C) BEP (Bi OFF) BEP (Bi ON) Net BEP

750 4.81× 10−9 3.33× 10−7 3.23 × 10−7

725 4.57× 10−9 2.18× 10−7 2.13 × 10−7

700 3.09× 10−9 1.31× 10−7 1.28 × 10−7

675 2.46× 10−9 8.3× 10−8 8.05 × 10−8

650 2.12× 10−9 4.99× 10−8 4.78 × 10−8

625 1.93× 10−9 2.86× 10−8 2.67 × 10−8

600 1.81× 10−9 1.59× 10−8 1.41 × 10−8

575 1.71× 10−9 8.65× 10−9 6.94 × 10−9

550 1.63× 10−9 4.85× 10−9 3.22 × 10−9

525 1.63× 10−9 3.13× 10−9 1.52 × 10−9

Table 3.1: Ion gauge BEP (Torr) readings for the Bi cell at different temperatures.

for Emerging Device Technologies (CEDT), where the epitaxial growth was carried

out. Before use, the source needed to be properly calibrated to ensure sound opera-

tion and control. The goal of the calibration procedure was to find the relationship

between the heat and thus temperature applied to the cell and the flux resulting from

the evaporation of the solid Bi material, and thus the flux.

Different temperatures were applied to the cell and the resultant BEPs were mea-

sured using an ionization gauge. This step is necessary to deduce the general re-

lationship between the temperature and the flux before calibration. Flux values are

measured while the Bi shutter is both on and off, with the difference corresponding to

the net Bi BEP. BEP is given in units of Torr. The values are recorded in Table 3.1.

There is clearly a proportional relationship exhibited with regards to the temperature

and BEP, as expected. It is also expected that the relationship will be an Arrhenius

one, given the nature of the thermally-activated reaction of the evaporation.

Now that the general trend has been obtained, it is important to define the actual

flux for a given temperature data-point to calibrate the data, and for it to reflect
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the true amount of material deposited on a substrate as a result of the flux. This

data-point will then be compared to the BEP reading of the same temperature to

find the BEP to flux calibration factor, where BEP is assumed to be proportional to

the flux.

To obtain this data-point, Bi was deposited for 4 minutes on a Si substrate with

a certain temperature being applied to the cell (750 °C). The amount of deposited Bi

material was then estimated using AFM and image processing techniques. The AFM

scan is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Bi deposited on a Si substrate for calibration purposes. The volume of
the Bi droplets is calculated and used to calculated the deposited flux. Sample

#2116.

All AFM images in this thesis were processed using Gwyddion open source soft-

ware for scanning probe microscope data visualization and analysis[83] unless other-

wise stated. The image was first processed by leveling/flattening the data by mean

plane subtraction to remove macroscopic tilt, then aligning horizontal rows using the

median method, before correcting horizontal scars and shifting the minimum data

value to zero.
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Mask threshold parameter: Value

Height 28.7% (32.5 nm)
Slope 5.8%

Curvature 48%

Table 3.2: Mask threshold parameters for estimating deposited Bi volume.

A number of Bi droplets can be clearly distinguished against the dark and mostly

level background (substrate). To be able to quantify the amount of material deposited

(and thus estimate the flux), the AFM image should be used to estimate the volume

of the deposited Bi droplets. To this end, the image was further processed by applying

a threshold mask (using Gwyddion software) to properly isolate the Bi droplets. The

parameters of the mask (height, slope, and curvature) were chosen so as to make the

mask fully capture the Bi droplets in the image, as shown in Figure 3.1. The mask

parameters are shown in table 3.2.

Using this mask, the zero-basis volume was calculated. This volume is defined as

the volume encompassing the surface of the droplet till the z = 0 plane, with subzero

values constituting negative volumes in the calculation. The total volume of all the

droplets and thus Bi was calculated to be 9.453 ×10−21 m3. The effective Bi thickness

deposited (assuming Bi covers the whole surface and not as droplets) can be calculated

by dividing this volume by the surface area of the scan 1 × 1 µm2, which yields an

effective thickness of 9.453 nm (V olBi). Knowing this, and the atomic weight of Bi, as

well as the density and duration of deposition (4 minutes), it is possible to calculate

the number of atoms deposited per unit area per unit time, which is essentially the

flux. Given that the atomic mass of Bi AMBi = 209, the density of Bi (ρBi = 9.78

g/cm3), and that one mole of a substance (atomic mass in grams) contains 6.022 ×1023

(Avagadro’s numer = NA) atoms, the number of atoms deposited and thus the flux
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can be calculated.

Bi atom weight(AWBi) =
209 g

NA

= 3.47× 10−22 g · µm−2 (3.1.1)

Weight of deposited Bi overall = WDBi = ρBi × V olBi = 92.45× 10−15 g · µm−2

(3.1.2)

Number of Bi atoms(NBi) =
WDBi

AWBi

= 26.6× 107 ≈ 27× 107atoms (3.1.3)

Flux at 750 °C (F750°C) =
NBi

Area · Time
=

26.6× 107

10−8 × 240
= 1.11× 1014 ≈ 1014 atoms

cm2 · s
(3.1.4)

The calculated flux for this data-point (Temperature = 750 °C) is 1.11 × 1014

atoms/cm2·s. Using this data-point in conjunction with the previous flux measured by

the ion gauge at 750 °C, the true flux vs. temperature curve can be obtained.

Calibration factor =
F750 °C

3.23× 10−7
= 3.44× 1020 atoms

cm2 · s ·Torr
(3.1.5)

Multiplying the ion gauge flux readings in Table 3.1 by the calibration factor yields

the calibrated flux vs. temperature curve, which can then be used to accurately select

the correct temperature to apply to the Bi cell to obtain a given flux.

Plotting the final data after using the factor to calibrate the curve, and then
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Figure 3.2: Arrhenius plot of the flux from the Bi cell vs. the applied temperature
after calibration.

applying a linear fit for extrapolation, a clear Arrhenius relationship is observed in

Figure 3.2 when plotting the flux on a log scale vs. the inverse of the temperature,

as expected. The final fitted Arrhenius equation was found to be

f(1/T) = 2.25× 1022 · e
−2.67×10−19

kBT (3.1.6)

3.2 GaAs(111)A homoepitaxy

To establish the state of GaAs(111) homoepitaxy without surfactants, a GaAs buffer

layer was grown on GaAs(111)A. Before presenting the parameters of the growth, it

is important to describe the sample preparation and loading procedure used for all

samples grown in this chapter. The substrates used were 2-inch diameter, undoped,

epi-ready, 350 µm thick wafers manufactured by AXT[84]. Firstly, the 2-inch wafers
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were cleaved into sixths (“pie” pieces) in order to accommodate the custom holder

designed for the MBE system, so as not to waste full wafers during growth. This

was done by placing the full wafer on a custom designed steel cleaving platform con-

nected to a pump to lock wafers in place during cleaving. The wafer was lined up

and locked in place on the platform, and a small scratch was made using a diamond

scribe, 30° from the line at the centre of and perpendicular to the primary flat (the

cleavage lines for this orientation) as shown in Figure 3.3. The wafer edge where the

scratch was made was then placed on an Allen key, and light pressure was applied

till the wafer was cleaved. This process was repeated to obtain the 6 “pie” pieces.

The samples were then cleaned using N2. Subsequently, samples were then moved to

a load-lock in preparation for MBE growth, which was evacuated of air first using

a mechanical roughening pump, and then a turbo molecular pump to reach the re-

quired vacuum level (5 × 10−6 Torr). Inside the pre-growth load-lock chamber, a 15

minute outgassing procedure at 300 °C was done to remove and desorb any unwanted

contaminants and particles (e.g. H2O). The samples were then transferred using a

transfer trolley to the growth chamber for deposition (after opening the gate valve

between them) at a very high vacuum (VHV) value of 10−8 Torr.

After the sample was loaded in the growth chamber, the growth began. The tem-

perature of the substrate was measured and tracked by way of a pyrometer capturing

the blackbody radiation of the heated sample. As the temperature was ramped up in

preparation for the subsequent oxide removal and growth, the As flux was initiated

at 350 °C to saturate the substrate. This step is necessary in order to avoid As evap-

oration when increasing the substrate temperature Tsub and thus Ga droplets forming

as a result. An inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source was used to etch away the
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Figure 3.3: Cleaving lines for the (111) substrate.

oxide layer using H2, then substrate is heated to 585 °C to help desorb the amorphous

oxide layer formed on the substrate and to completely remove it. The use of the ICP

source and H2 plasma etching helps reduce the the Tsub needed for oxide removal and

yields smoother surfaces. RHEED is observed to confirm oxide removal, as RHEED

yields a uniform diffuse glow with the amorphous oxide intact, whereas after oxide

removal, clear defined streaks were observed. After confirmation of the oxide removal,

Tsub is ramped down to 485 °C to begin deposition. A Ga flux was deposited at a

growth rate of GRGa = 0.25 µm/hr, with a V/III ratio of 9. The As source used was

arsine AsH3, which was passed through a cracker at (1000 °C) to dissociate it into As2

dimers + H2 which was then deposited on the surface. The GaAs buffer was grown

for 36 minutes to yield a thickness of 150 nm. During this process substrate rotation

was turned on in order to ensure the uniformity of the impinging flux and therefore

the homogeneity of the growth.

AFM scans were conducted on the sample as shown in Figure 3.4. There is a

conspicuous presence of large pyramidal dendritic defects and hillocks. The hillocks’

height varied as shown between 9-12 nm as can be seen from the profiles in Figure
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Figure 3.4: 1×1 µm2 (left) and 5×5 µm2 (right). AFM scans for the grown
homoepitaxial GaAs(111)A buffer layer. Sample #2111

3.5, with bases on the order of 100 nm. The RMS roughness for the 1 × 1 µm2

scan was 0.952 nm, while the RMS roughness for the 5 × 5 µm2 scan was 0.612

nm. These characteristics mirror previous observations in the literature[54] and are

characteristic of the presence of a large ES barrier, inhibiting downhill diffusion and

thus 2D layer growth while permitting diffusion upwards to the nucleating island till

it forms a 3D mound. Smaller flatter islands can be seen emerging, and assuming a

large diffusion length for adatoms (larger than the island radius), the ES barrier must

be the principal factor driving 3D growth[54]. These results unequivocally motivate

the need for further studies on this surface with the goal of inducing more favourable

surface morphologies for technological applications. This is what will be explored in

the next section with Bi as a surfactant.

3.3 Bi-assisted growth on GaAs(111)A

Bi was used to investigate its effect on the GaAs(111)A surface morphology at differing

Bi fluxes. Bi induced much smoother surfaces, lowering RMS roughness as the Bi flux
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Figure 3.5: AFM scan of the homoepitaxial GaAs(111)A buffer layer. 1×1 µm2 3D
view of morphology (top left), 5×5 µm2 3D view of morphology (top right), 1×1
µm2 height profile at 0.25 µm vertically (bottom left, as indicated by the blue line
in the previous figure), 5×5 µm2 height profile at 2.5 µm vertically (bottom right,

as indicated by the blue line in the previous figure).

increased, as well as inducing atomically-smooth steps. A summary of Bi’s effect on

GaAs(111)A on morphology and roughness is shown in Figure 3.6. In the upcoming

subsections, each of the individual growths will be discussed in detail and analyzed.

3.3.1 First Bi-assisted growth (Tsub = 365 ° C, FluxBi = 0.28 ML/s)

Building upon previous attempts to use Bi as a surfactant on low-index surfaces

[63][62], Bi surfactant action was investigated on GaAs(111)A, which has not yet

been studied extensively in the literature. Before investigating Bi’s ability to induce

epitaxial growth mode changes and InAs QD growth, it was important to explore what
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Figure 3.6: Summary of the effect of Bi on the GaAs(111)A surface, inducing
smoother surfaces with increased Bi flux.

Bi does to the GaAs surface itself, motivating a study on homoepitaxial GaAs(111)A

buffer growth with Bi.

Firstly, it is important to define what is meant by ML/s as a unit of flux. The

monolayer of a zincblende structure crystal is defined as
acrystal

2
, where acrystal is the

lattice constant of the crystal, assuming GaAs has two layers of Ga or As in the unit

cell, with 4 atoms each. Therefore, each layer contains 4 Ga/As atoms. For a single

layer (monolayer), there are 2 atoms, giving an areal density of 2
acrystal2

for the typical

(100) orientation, thus a flux of 1 ML/s is equal to 2
acrystal2

atoms/cm2·s2. For GaAs this

means

1 ML/s =
2

aGaAs2
=

2

(5.65× 10−10)2
= 6.265× 1014 ≈ 6× 1014 atoms

cm2 · s2
(3.3.1)

0.28 ML/s = 0.28× 6.265× 1014 = 1.8× 1014 ≈ 3× 1014 atoms

cm2 · s2
(3.3.2)

Using these flux values with the calibration equation in Equation (3.1.6) and obtaining
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the temperature value, the value of the temperature required to be applied to the Bi

cell in order to obtain a flux of 0.28 ML/s is found to be 1046 K (773 °C). For this

first Bi-assisted growth a FluxBi = 0.28 ML/s was applied for 10 seconds pre-buffer

layer growth, and this flux was maintained for the duration of the buffer layer growth

(simultaneously with Ga and As).

For the first Bi-assisted growth (FluxBi = 0.28 ML/s), the same sample preparation

and loading procedures were used as outlined in the previous section in preparation

for the growth. After loading, the outgassing procedure is completed and the oxide is

removed thermally (confirmed by RHEED) as previously described, without the use

of ICP to reduce H2 in the system. Tsub was then ramped down to a lower temperature

(365 °C) and GRGa = 0.25 µm/hr and a V/III ratio of 10 were used.

Figure 3.7: Bi-covered sample as a result of bulk condensation. Sample #2157.

Upon inspection of the sample after growth, it was clear that the sample was

covered in Bi owing to the whitish colour of the sample (Figure 3.7), and that the

growth of a smooth buffer layer growth had not transpired. This can be most likely

attributed to either the low Tsub used (365 °C), causing the desorption of Bi to be in

the bulk condensation regime, or a failure of the oxide to properly desorb. Considering
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that a stable 2 × 2 RHEED reconstruction was observed before commencing the Bi

deposition, the low Tsub during Bi deposition was the most plausible explanation. The

low temperature inhibited Bi desorption (Bi adatoms did not possess enough thermal

energy to overcome the desorption energy barrier) and thus lead to accumulation

on the surface. Since Bi did not desorb after the growth, and in fact accumulated

a considerably thick layer on the surface, it can be categorically concluded that Bi

failed to act as a surfactant on this surface under these growth conditions.

To further buttress this conclusion, the sample was inspected using a Leica HC

optical microscope with a Canon 77D 24 megapixel digital camera. Images were

taken at 100× magnification (Figure 3.8). If the failed oxide removal hypothesis were

accurate, a rough GaAs buffer layer would be expected upon observation under the

microscope, while the presence of large droplets would dispel this notion. Bi droplets

were clearly visible and further reified the accumulation hypothesis.

Figure 3.8: Bi-covered sample magnified 100 times (left) and 500 times (right) using
an optical microscope.

3.3.2 Second Bi-assisted growth (Tsub = 485 °C, F luxBi = 0.28 ML/s)

For the second growth, the growth temperature (Tsub) was increased to 485 °C in

order to allow for the timely desorption of Bi and hence facilitate surfactant action,

and to prevent bulk condensation of Bi. The sample was prepared and loaded in a
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similar manner to the growth described in the previous subsection, except that the

Bi deposition and GaAs buffer growth procedures were done at 485 °C. AFM scans

were then carried out on the sample.

Figure 3.9: AFM scan of Bi-enhanced GaAs(111) buffer layer at Bi = 0.28 ML/s.
10×10 µm2 AFM image (top left), 2 ×2 µm2 AFM image (top right), 10×10 µm2

3D view of the morphology (middle left), 2×2 µm2 3D view of the morphology
(middle right), 10×10µm2 height profile at 2 µm vertically (bottom left, as

indicated by the blue line), 2×2 µm2 height profile at 1 µm vertically (bottom right,
as indicated by the blue line). Sample # 2172.

It is apparent form Figures 3.9 and 3.10 that the Bi provoked a radically dif-

ferent surface morphology from the non-Bi buffer growths shown in Figure 3.4. An

atomically-smooth surface was observed with atomic terraces and steps, which is

a novel result compared to reports of GaAs(111) MBE buffer layer growth in the
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literature[54]. RMS surface roughness for the (10 × 10), (2 × 2), (1 × 1) µm2 scans

in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 were measured to be 0.533, 0.28, 0.283 nm respectively. This

surface indicates that step-flow growth has occurred on the surface despite the sub-

strate being an on-axis substrate. This is most likely attributed to the fact that the

propensity for adatoms to adsorb to step edges seems to be larger than the tendency

to form islands, hence forming moving steps as the growth progresses. No substantial

hillocks or defects can be found on the surface, a testament to its ultra-smooth na-

ture, which is in sharp contrast to Figure 3.4. While there are a number of monolayer

islands (on the order of hundreds of picometres high), it is evident that Bi modified

surface energies and properties on the substrate, and desorbed post-growth. This

is confirmed by the observation of (2 × 2) RHEED streaks after the growth, unlike

for the growth in the previous subsection. These observations are distinctly char-

acteristic of surfactant action. Observing the fact that terraces are forming, along

with the prominence of several monolayer islands, it can be deduced that the growth

is at the morphological transition threshold between island nucleation and step-flow

growth. Knowing that the transition to the step-flow growth regime occurs when the

terrace width is similar to the adatom diffusion length, it is reasonable to assume

that the diffusion length on this surface is on the order of the terrace width (and at

least greater), which can be deduced from Figures 3.9 and 3.10 to be in the 250-500

nm range. This observation is more or less in line or a little larger than the diffu-

sion lengths quoted in the GaAs(111)A literature, where the diffusion length of Ga

adatoms on the surface has been suggested to range from 100 nm to several hundred

nanometres[85][86][87]. In light of this, a possible hypothesis behind Bi’s triggering

of step-flow growth is that Bi induced a slight increase of the diffusion length of the
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impinging adatoms larger than the step width, allowing for adatoms to the reach

step edges where the probability of sticking is larger (owing to an increase in nearest

neighbours) thus provoking step-flow growth on a nominally on-axis substrate (±0.5°

as per wafer specifications). Since steps appear on the surface, an offcut angle can be

calculated. For this terrace width (Wt ≈ 250 nm) the local offcut angle θoffcut = 0.068

is defined as the angle encompassing the monolayer (ML) height and adjacent to the

step. It can be calculated using the following equation

θoffcut = arctan(
ML

Wt

) = arctan(
2.825× 10−10

250× 10−9
) = 0.068° (3.3.3)

which is much larger than the width calculated for a 0.5° offcut, which using similar

arguments can be calculated to be around 34 nm.

Figure 3.10: AFM scan of Bi-enhanced GaAs(111) buffer layer at Bi = 0.28 ML/s.
1×1 µm2 AFM image (left), 1×1 µm2 3D view of the morphology (middle), 1×1

µm2 height profile at 0.5 µm vertically (right, as indicated by the blue line). Sample
# 2172.

3.3.3 Third Bi-assisted growth (Tsub = 485 °C, FluxBi = 1 ML/s)

To further examine the effect of Bi on GaAs(111)A, another growth was carried out,

identical to the one described in the previous subsection but with an increased Bi flux

of (1 ML/s). The goal was to examine if an increased Bi flux could have a heightened
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effect on surface morphology smoothness or atomic terraces, or cause any notable

changes when compared to 0.28 ML/s. The calibration equation (3.1.6) was used to

select the required temperature to be applied to the Bi cell in order to yield a flux of

1 ML/s, and a temperature of 1121 K is shown to be needed. After sample growth,

the sample was imaged using AFM.

Figure 3.11: AFM scan of Bi-enhanced GaAs(111) buffer layer at Bi = 1 ML/s. 5×5
µm2 AFM image (top left), 2 ×2 µm AFM image (top right), 5×5 µm2 3D view of
the morphology (middle left), 2×2 µm2 3D view of the morphology (middle right),
5×5 µm2 height profile at 2.5 µm vertically (bottom left, as indicated by the blue
line), 2×2 µm2 height profile at 1 µm vertically (bottom right, as indicated by the

blue line). Sample # 2181.
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As is evident from Figures 3.11 and 3.12, Bi was able to generate atomically-

smooth terraces and provoked a smoothing of the surface morphology. The step-

flow nature of the growth also transpired under the increased flux. RMS surface

roughness for the (5 × 5), (2 × 2), (1 × 1) µm2 scans in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 were

measured to be 0.49, 0.8, 0.13 nm respectively. It can be noted that the smattering

of monolayer islands present for the 0.28 ML/s growth was absent in this growth,

further enhancing the atomically-smooth surface. Intriguingly, there was an apparent

presence of holes in the terraces for this growth. This could possibly be attributed

to the significantly increased Bi flux, raising the competition of the As and Bi group

V species to bond with the Ga-terminated surface, especially at modest V/III ratios

compared to the literature[54]. Bi could have incorporated instead of As in the surface

bilayer, desorbing when the Bi flux was interrupted and thus leaving holes behind.

From the 3D image in Figure 3.11 it seems there was a local offcut for this particular

scan location, which may have influenced the step-flow growth, varying the terrace

width The offcut angle for this sample is slightly larger than that of the one in the

previous section owing to the slightly shorter terrace width.

Figure 3.12: AFM scan of Bi-enhanced GaAs(111) buffer layer at Bi = 1 ML/s. 1×1
µm2 AFM image (left), 1×1µm2 3D view of the morphology (middle), 1×1µm2

height profile at 0.5 µm vertically (right, as indicated by the blue line). Images
processed using Gwyddion. Sample # 2181.

Another compelling and technologically relevant observation was the tendency of
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the high Bi flux to induce more evenly-spaced atomic steps when compared to the

previous 0.28 ML/s Bi growth, as evidenced by a comparison between Figure 3.9 and

Figure 3.12. Offcut surfaces with large ES barriers (such as some (111) surfaces)

have been shown to support step-bunching due to the anisotropy in diffusion kinetics

imposed by the barrier[88][89]. Interestingly, the ES barrier, which has been posited

to be the root of the roughening and hillock formation problem in GaAs(111) ho-

moepitaxial growth[54] could be provoking atomic step equalization. The ES barrier

inhibits adatom diffusion across step edges. While it has been suggested that the

mounds forming on GaAs(111)A homoepitaxial layers are fueled by the large ES bar-

rier only allowing diffusion of adatoms uphill or to climb the steps, creating a net

upward diffusion of adatoms and thus driving 3D growth, this did not seem to be

occurring here. In this instance, the ES barrier could be having an opposite effect in

the context of step-flow growth. It is intriguing to note here that the terrace width

has somewhat shrunk compared to the previous growth, making it difficult to judge

if the diffusion length has changed with the increased Bi flux, as the most that can

be said in this case is that the diffusion length is unambiguously bigger than the

≈ 200 nm step widths shown in Figure 3.12. In any case, it is evident that the

adatoms are free to diffuse the full width of the terraces (whether it be due to width

reduction or diffusion length increase), ensuring that the ES barrier considerations

heavily influence the dynamics as the adatoms reach both extremes of the terrace

with ease. This facilitates the incorporation of adatoms to the “uphill” atomic step

edges but hinders binding to step edges in lower terraces, or “downhill” ones, again

due to the ES barrier’s inhibition of adatoms “falling off” higher terraces or islands.

When adatoms can attach to uphill steps and are prohibited from diffusion downhill
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to attach to downhill steps, large terraces get shorter as adatoms on it cannot dif-

fuse down to contribute to its length, and the large terrace is eventually covered by

adatoms attaching to the uphill step edge (shortening the long terrace), hence the

occurrence of step anti-bunching (step-width equalization).

As in Figure 3.13, the adatoms in the long middle terrace attach to the edge of the

left terrace (uphill), while (downhill) diffusion to the step edge between the middle

and right terraces is discouraged due to the unfavourable energetics imposed by the

ES barrier. Assuming an uneven starting surface without an ES barrier and with

unequal monolayer steps, and a uniform growth rate as a result of a uniform flux of

impinging atoms across the entire surface, the growth would evolve in a manner which

conserves this unequal step imbalance with no tendency for equalization. Larger steps

would receive more atoms, which would stick there, while smaller steps would receive

less atoms. This is known as step-bunching. If there were an ES barrier at the

step edges acting as described previously (unidirectional upward diffusion), bunching

would also occur, with the status-quo maintained and the unequal step widths would

remain throughout the growth as adatoms can climb up the steps. Considering the

presence of a “modified” large positive ES barrier inhibiting both adatoms climbing

the steps and adatoms falling off them though alters the dynamics and energetics of

the growth, by driving binding to uphill step edges as in this case the barrier does

not allow downhill adatoms to climb to the uphill steps. Therefore large terraces

become smaller as atoms attach to step edges and cover them. This phenomenon is

known as step anti-bunching and is a desirable for the growth of quality semiconductor

heterostructures and uniform surfaces. Again, it is important to recall that in the

conventional non-surfactant growth dominated by 3D hillocks (Figure 3.4), the ES
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barrier allowed diffusion of the adatoms to climb to the higher island but not for

the adatoms on the island to diffuse downhill. This did not occur here, as adatoms

reaching the step edge seem to be locked in place with no propensity for fuelling 3D

growth. This seems to intimate that Bi plays a role in strengthening the bond between

step edges and adatoms, with adatoms preferring to incorporate there than diffuse

upwards. It is possible that Bi itself could be incorporating there during growth,

locking adatoms onto the same level as they float above them and hampering their

climb up the steps, before desorbing.

After investigating various Bi fluxes on GaAs(111)A, it has been proven that

the aforementioned surfactant-induced, atomically-smooth terrace morphology would

drastically improve quantum nanostructure and device properties on GaAs(111), and

open up this previously underutilised platform to a vast array of technological ap-

plications in quantum photonics, GaAs high-speed electronics, spintronics, and topo-

logical insulators. These results verify and expand upon the preliminary work[65] on

GaAs(111)A.

Figure 3.13: Demonstration of the surface energetics relevant to adatom diffusion
leading to step-flow growth. There is a clear driving force for step-antibunching

owing to the ES barrier.
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3.4 Bi Desorption RHEED experiment

3.4.1 Motivation

In the interest of further probing into the nature of Bi surfactant action, knowing

how Bi adatoms behave on the GaAs(111) surface is of paramount importance. To

that end, unveiling the shroud of mystery surrounding the energetic and kinetic land-

scape of this surface it crucial. The nature and value of the diffusion and desorption

energy barriers strongly dictate many facets of Bi adatom dynamics, such as the Bi

coverage at any given growth condition (temperature, flux ec.), Bi diffusion length

or diffusivity on the surface, and tendency for incorporation on the surface, among

others. An important parameter which has not yet been reported in the literature

for this system (Bi:GaAs(111)) is the desorption energy barrier UDes. The value of

this parameter is important in the context of the layer growth models described in

Chapter 2, particularly the BET model owing to the fact it is a multilayer model.

Knowing the value of UDes in light of the value of the energy desorption barrier for

Bi on Bi (UDesBi:Bi = 1.7 eV)[90] would allow for the deduction of how easily bulk

Bi layer formation can occur on GaAs(111) surfaces. If UDesBi:Bi < UDes, this implies

that Bi sticks to GaAs(111) more strongly than to other Bi atoms, meaning as the

GaAs(111) surface is bombarded with Bi and a Bi monolayer is formed, it will be

harder to form the bulk phase (several monolayers), with such a buildup only being

possible under increased fluxes as per the BET model. This would mean increased

Bi fluxes could be used to increase the surfactant effect without fear of bulk conden-

sation. Hence, the calculation of this parameter could provide significant insight into

how Bi wets the surface and how Bi layers form, further enhancing the understanding
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of its surfactant behaviour.

3.4.2 Experiment Methodology & Setup

There are two methods to fit RHEED data to extract UDes, as outlined in a study

by Young et al.[90]. Firstly, the RHEED intensity data can be used to model Bi

coverage, and thus can be fit with Langmuir isotherm model to measure UDes.

Assuming single monolayer formation, with no multiple adsorption, mutual adatom

interactions, diffusion, and adsorption to empty sites only (no bulk condensation), the

Langmuir adsorption isotherm can be invoked to model Bi monolayer formation and

coverage on this surface.

dθ

dt
= (

(1− θ)z
Ns

)− θνe
−UDes
kBT (3.4.1)

where

z =
P√

2πmkBT
(3.4.2)

where θ is the Bi coverage (ranging from 0 to 1), ν is the vibrational attempt frequency

of Bi adatoms (Hz), and z is the Bi flux (atoms/cm2·s2) as outlined in chapter 2. Solving

for the steady state solution implies zero change in Bi coverage. Setting dθ
dt

= 0 yields

θ =
z

z + νNse
−UDes
kBT

(3.4.3)

θ =
QP

1 +QP
(3.4.4)
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where

Q =
e
UDes
kBT

νNs

√
2πmkBT

(3.4.5)

Knowing the Bi coverage (θ) at different temperatures when depositing Bi on

GaAs(111), the θ vs. T data-points can be used to fit the Langmuir model curve to

solve for UDes. Comparing the RHEED streak intensity can be used as a measure

of θ[90], allowing the aforementioned curve-fitting and UDes parameter extraction.

The rise in RHEED intensity could be attributed to the heavier Bi atoms (when

compared to Ga), with more electrons, causing more electron reflection/scattering

for the RHEED and thus more electrons to hit the fluorescent surface.

Another method (and the one used in this thesis) to calculate UDes experimentally

is to measure the desorption time of Bi at different temperatures and plotting the

Arrhenius relationship between the two, and subsequently calculating the slope as a

measure of UDes.

1

τDes
= ν · e

−UDes
kBT (3.4.6)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides

ln (
1

τDes
) = ln (ν · e

−UDes
kBT ) (3.4.7)

ln (
1

τDes
) = ln (ν) + (

−UDes
kB

) · ( 1

T
) (3.4.8)

where τDes (s) is the residence time. Looking at equation (3.4.8), measuring the τDes
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at several different temperatures, and plotting an Arrhenius plot ln (1/τDes) vs. (1/T)

would yield a slope of −UDes/kB, allowing the extraction of UDes, as kB is a constant.

The y-intercept can be used to extract the attempt frequency ν.

To this end, the samples (GaAs(111)A) for this experiment were prepared and

loaded into the chamber using the same method as described previously in this chap-

ter, with GRGa = 0.25 µm/hr and V/III ratio = 10. A 0.28 ML/s Bi flux was used 10

seconds before buffer growth and was left on for the remainder of the buffer growth,

A GaAs buffer was grown for 36 minutes for a buffer layer of 150 nm at Tsub = 485 °C.

The RHEED is checked to ensure Bi is not covering the substrate and that Bi is des-

orbing. After buffer layer growth is completed, both Bi and Ga sources are switched

off (while maintaining As to prevent As desorption). Substrate rotation is then turned

off, and the Bi shutter is opened (Bi deposition is resumed) for 60 seconds at 0.28

ML/s. After this, the Bi shutter is then closed and the RHEED is observed as the Bi

deposition is interrupted/shut off. The RHEED transition and change upon halting

Bi deposition is captured using a Nikon D5300 digital camera. A black shroud was

used to cover the camera and RHEED screen together to minimize reflections, with

the camera being mounted on a tripod. The captured RHEED video was processed

in order to analyze the RHEED change, and calculate τDes by observing how quickly

the reconstruction changes as a measure of the speed of Bi desorption, and therefore

the residence time, as illustrated in Figure 3.14.

RHEED videos were recorded for the Bi ON/OFF transition (implying Bi desorp-

tion), sliced into individual frames, and then analyzed using ImageJ[91]. The bright-

ness/intensity of both the central RHEED streak and the (re)appearing RHEED

streak was recorded for each measurement and plotted vs. time in order to track
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Figure 3.14: Demonstration of how τDes is observed from the experiment (depositing
Bi, allowing it to desorb, and observing RHEED changes).

changes, as shown in Figure 3.15. The time taken for the RHEED central streak

to change from one stable intensity to another, or the time for a new streak to ap-

pear was measured in order to estimate τDes. These changes imply a reconstruction

change and/or an alteration of the surface (most likely Bi desorption), meaning they

are likely representative of τDes. The reappearing RHEED streak when Bi desorbs

(RHEED pattern change) is circled and the intensity is tracked. The videos were

processed using ImageJ. The video was taken at Tsub = 485 °C.

Figure 3.15: RHEED pattern (1× 1) as Bi is being deposited (left) and RHEED
pattern (2× 2) after 60 seconds when Bi deposition is halted and Bi desorbs (right).
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3.4.3 Experiment Results

First Attempt

The experiment was carried out at at several temperatures, with 3 readings of the

reappearing RHEED streak intensity vs. time for each temperature, with the most

stable reading (from each temperature) selected to plot and analyze. A wide range

of temperatures (TSub = 440, 470, 485, 500 °C) was used to survey τDes at different

energetic conditions.

Figure 3.16: Intensity rises vs. time for both the reappearing RHEED streak and
the central one.

Observing the RHEED video before, during and after Bi deposition (for all tem-

peratures), it was clear that no bulk Bi build up (metallic Bi droplets) were forming
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Figure 3.17: Intensity rises vs. time for the reappearing RHEED streak (2× 2). Rise
times for the intensities are an indication of τDes (inset is the plotted 2 ×2streak).

on the surface. This can be deduced from the fact that that a stable 2 × 2 recon-

struction was seen pre-deposition, which transitioned into a 1 × 1 deposition during

deposition, then returned to 2 × 2 after shutting of the Bi source (see Figure 3.15).

It would stand to reason that if Bi bulk had formed, there would not be a constant

RHEED pattern observed during deposition. The usage of a steep RHEED grazing

angle could be behind the spotty streaks, as the electron beams penetrate deeper into

the surface several monolayers.

It can be seen from Figures 3.17 and 3.16 that for higher TSub values, the intensity

shoots up quicker and rises in less time. It is important to note that the plotted

intensity vs. time data are for the reappearing RHEED streak as shown in Figure 3.15.
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The rise times for both the central and reappearing RHEED streak are very similar.

However, the reappearing RHEED streak was chosen as opposed to the central one as

this is likely more representative of the desorption of Bi than the intensity fluctuation

of the ever-present central RHEED streak. Some of the higher temperature rise times

(e.g. TSub = 485 °C) may seem to have low rise times at first glance, but this can be

attributed to the low steady-state intensity for these temperatures.

The start of the decay in each curve in figure 3.16 represents the moment when

the Bi was turned off, allowing for the intensity rise as Bi desorbs from the surface.

These decays were representative of a change in the background intensity for the

whole RHEED screen, and did not change substantially with TSub, indicating that

they do not hold useful information for surface dynamics. It is interesting to note

how for some temperatures this initial pre-rise decay exists, while it is absent for

others. The representative part of the signal (rise) is taken starting from the local

minimum (after the background intensity change from shutting Bi off) till the end of

the signal. The plots in Figure 3.17 are taken from Figure 3.16, but with the rises

shifted to time = 0, and the starting intensity for the rise set to 0.

Calculating the rise times (an estimate of τDes) involves measuring the time from

time = 0 till the time the intensity levels-off and becomes stable. Rather than measure

this time arbitrarily, an exponential rise model for the rise times is used to fit the data,

and to subsequently extract (τDes). The fitting equation for the RHEED intensity

I(t) (arbitrary units) was defined as

I(t) = IMax(1− e−(t−x)/τDes) (3.4.9)

where IMax is the maximum RHEED intensity reached (steady-state), and (x) is
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a shifting term in order to align the rise model with the data.

Figure 3.18: Reappearing RHEED streak intensity data fitted with exponential
equation in order to extract τDes.

It can be seen from Figure 3.18 that the exponential rise time model fits the data

very well, follows the expected coverage, and can yield an accurate estimate of τDes.

The R2 parameter signifying goodness of fit for TSub = 440 °C, 470 °C, 485 °C, 500 °C

was 0.9986, 0.9338, 0.8815, 0.8653 respectively. The extracted τDes rise time values

from the fitted curves are presented in Table 3.3. It is evident from the table that, as

expected, higher TSub values yielded lower τDes values.

Plotting the rise times on an Arrhenius plot of desorption rate vs. inverse tem-

perature (ln(1/τDes) vs. 1/T) yields UDes from the slope (−UDes/kb)) and the attempt
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TSub (° C) τDes (s)

440 5.8±0.2
470 3±0.4
485 1.55±0.14
500 1±0.1

Table 3.3: τDes values from fitting.

Parameter Result

UDes 1.4 ± 0.7 eV
ν 0.14 × 1010 Hz [2.2× 105 - 7.8 ×1013 ]

Table 3.4: UDes and ν values from fitting for second experiment with uncertainties.

frequency (ν) from the y-intercept. The fitting polynomial (y = mx +c) , where m is

the slope and c is the y intercept, was found to be

ln(1/τDes) = −16333x+ 21.064 (3.4.10)

c = ln(ν), ν = 0.14× 1010 Hz (3.4.11)

m = −UDes/kb = −16333, UDes = −2.254× 10−19J = 1.407 eV (3.4.12)

UDes was calculated to be 1.407 eV, and ν = 0.14× 1010 Hz as shown in Figure 3.19.

Therefore, when considering the error analysis for the fit, this first RHEED exper-

iment produced UDes 1.4 ± 0.7 eV while taking into account the confidence interval

(95% bounds). The results are summarized in table 3.5

While the experiment was successful in yielding a realistic value for UDes, there
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Figure 3.19: Arrhenius plot (desorption rate vs. inverse temperature). R2 = 0.9735.

were a few issues that could potentially be problematic regarding the data from this

first experiment. The first issue is the noisy nature of the data. Another potential

issue was that the rise times were only recorded for as little as 5 seconds after the

start of the rise. This could mean that the rise times were cut off prematurely in the

recording and could affect the calculation of rise times. These concerns are allayed

by the use of a fitting equation to extract τDes. Higher temperatures could also have

been used. The ±0.7 eV error for the final energy barrier value is also more than

desired. Nevertheless, these concerns, along with a desire to ensure replication and

reproducablity of the result, led to a second attempt at the experiment, with longer

recording of rise times and using different TSub values.
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Second Attempt

The experiment was conducted again with an identical setup and methodology in

an attempt to reproduce the results. In order to mitigate the issues brought up in

the previous experiment, the rise times were recorded for over 20 seconds in order to

capture the full rise, and a more diverse range of TSub data-points were taken (400,

425, 485, 515, 530) °C, focusing on higher temperatures.

Similar RHEED patterns were observed for this experiment as in the previous one.

The RHEED intensities from the reappearing RHEED streak were plotted versus

time in Figure 3.20. As can be seen from the figure, the RHEED intensity signals

for this experiment suffer from even greater noise than the first one, which hampered

data extraction (rise times). The noisy nature of the signal, with large fluctuations,

could be due to electric current fluctuations in the substrate heater’s coil, due to the

proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller. In an attempt to maintain a stable

heating temperature, the heating coil could have been turning on and off to fixate

on the required temperature. The resulting varying electromagnetic fields from the

current changing in the coil could be interfering with the electron beams responsible

for the RHEED patterns, yielding noisy data and intensity fluctuations on a large

scale. This hypothesis is buttressed by the fact that readings for TSub = 485 °C rise

time appears to be much more stable. Before conducting the experiment, the buffer

layer was grown at this temperature for 36 minutes, meaning that the temperature

was likely very stable compared to the other measurements. There were numerous

sudden rises and kinks in the signals, particularly for lower temperatures. The fact

that the TSub = 485 °C signal is the most stable, and was the first temperature used

in this experiment after the growth of the buffer layer, further lends credence to
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the thermal instability hypothesis as a source for the noisy RHEED signals, owing

to the electromagnetic interference from the coil in the substrate heater. It can be

seen that for higher temperatures, an initial quick rise exists, followed by a slower

and more gradual rise. This is very apparent in the more stable signals, such as for

(TSub = 485 °C). For lower temperatures one rise exists, which could be a result of

a merging of the two rises. These two rises could be a manifestation of 2 different

phenomena occurring on the surface. It is important to note however that when

analysing the RHEED signals, the second gradual rise times exhibited no substantial

variation with temperature, while the initial quick rises did. The second “gradual”

rises are also more prone to being corrupted by fluctuations owing to their increased

length. As a result, the signals for lower temperatures are severely adversely affected

by the noise and sudden intensity fluctuations, to the point where they are rendered

largely useless (cannot be reliably fitted with the rise time exponential model). In

addition, the merging of the two rises for the colder temperatures would also not allow

for reliable comparison with higher temperatures, as these times might be resultant

of different physical phenomena. For these reasons, TSub = 400 and 425 °C) were

discarded from further analysis.

For TSub = 485 and 515, and 530 °C, the RHEED signals were shifted to time =

0, and the starting intensity for the rise were also set to 0. from the start of the rise

as in the previous experiment (Figure 3.21). The rise times plotted were the initial

quicker rise times as opposed to the gradual ones. The higher temperatures exhibit

quicker rise times as expected.

The same fitting equation (3.4.9) was used for this experiment. The fits are shown

in Figure 3.22 and the extracted rise times τDes are shown in Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.20: Reappearing (2× 2) RHEED streak intensity plotted versus time.
Quick and gradual rises are outlined.

The desorption times are plotted on an Arrhenius plot and a linear fit is applied

to calculate UDes as shown in Figure 3.23. The fitted line equation (y = mx + c) was

calculated to be

ln(1/τDes) = −15836x+ 20.996 (3.4.13)

TSub (° C) τDes (s)

485 0.85±0.04
515 0.48±0.04
530 0.25±0.02

Table 3.5: τDes values from fitting for second experiment.
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Figure 3.21: Intensity rises vs. time for the reappearing RHEED streak as an
estimate of τDes.

c = ln(ν), ν = 0.11× 1010 Hz (3.4.14)

m = −UDes/kb = −15836, UDes = −2.185× 10−19J = 1.365 eV (3.4.15)

UDes was calculated to be 1.365 eV, and ν = 0.11× 1010 Hz as shown in figure 3.23.

The UDes and ν values yield realistic results and notably are in very close agree-

ment with the previous experiment, further solidifying the obtained results. The

fit for the second experiment however is not as robust as the first experiment, and

uncertainties even larger than the nominal value were calculated for UDes. A note-

worthy comment when comparing both experiment results for τDes at TSub = 485

°C exhibit substantial difference (1.55 vs. 0.8512) seconds, indicating there could
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Figure 3.22: Reappearing RHEED streak intensity data fitted with exponential
equation in order to extract τDes. Quick initial rises are used. R2 = 0.996, 0.9906,

0.9814 for 485, 515, 530 °C respectively.

be a large degree of experimental error. This could possibly be due to inaccuracies

in specifying, maintaining, or measuring the temperature across both experiments,

or the aforementioned noise in the RHEED intensity signal as a consequence of the

PID controller (particularly for the second experiment). It can be concluded that the

second experiment, while yielding a remarkably similar value to the first one, is less

trustworthy owing to the noise and fewer number of data-points. To ameliorate this,

data from both experiments were combined in order to calculate a final combined

value for UDes and decrease the uncertainty by increasing the data-points. The fit for

the combined data is shown in Figure 3.24, and the final values with the uncertainties

are shown in table 3.6, and the final estimate for UDes is found to be 1.74 ± 0.38 eV.

It is also intriguing to compare the obtained values for UDes and ν in light of the

expected presuppositions as per the Langmuir model. For the formation of a stable
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Figure 3.23: Arrhenius plot for second experiment (desorption rate vs. inverse
temperature) in order to calculate UDes. R

2 = 0.93766.

Parameter Result

UDes 1.74 ± 0.38 eV
ν 2.75 × 1011 Hz [0.312× 109 - 2.44 ×1014 Hz]

Table 3.6: Final UDes and ν values from fitting combined data from both
experiments with uncertainties (95% confidence bounds).

monolayer as per the model, it is assumed that the adsorbent adatom sticks more

strongly to the surface than to other adatoms, allowing for monolayer formation and

preventing mound/island nucleation. In light of of the reported self-desorption energy

found in the literature for Bi of 1.7 eV[90], the values for the the two experiments

(1.407 eV and 1.365 eV respectively) seem like peculiar results, seeing as a Bi mono-

layer seems to form. However, the combined data value (1.74 ± 0.38 eV) is somewhat

inline with expectations, although it is still not unambiguously higher than the self-

desorption value. The results that show a value below the self-desorption one could
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Figure 3.24: Arrhenius plot for combined data from both experiments (desorption
rate vs. inverse temperature) in order to calculate UDes. R

2 = 0.977.

be interpreted in a number of ways, although in all cases the uncertainty does overlap

with the intuitively expected lower limit. It is known that Bi does not incorporate

easily into III-V films, losing to As in the competition for group III surface bonding,

and specific growth conditions are needed for Bi incorporation, such as the use of

high Bi fluxes. It is also apparent form Figure 3.12 that Bi may have adsorbed to Ga

surface sites, but desorbed immediately on interruption of the Bi flux, These charac-

teristics suggest a low desorption energy barrier due to a weak Ga-Bi bond and due

to the fact Bi tends to segregate on the surface owing to its size[92], and thus gives

some credence to the low results obtained. The low attempt frequencies (ν) measured

(typically ≈ 1012 Hz) however are not indicative of an easily desorbing adatom. It

is worth bearing in mind that the oscillation could be weak as Bi is a heavy atom.

Perhaps the low desorption energy and low attempt frequency counteract each other.
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This binding energy can be expected to vary as a result of changing the V/III ratio,

with lower ratios encouraging better bonding and incorporation for ratios less than

1[90]. Another possibility is that the activation energy measured is that of a surface

reconstruction and not of Bi desorbing, which would explain the low value. In addi-

tion, the uncertainty for the measurement was quite large for the two experiments,

overlapping with the value of Bi self-desorption.

3.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, in this chapter a procedure was outlined for Bi source calibration, and

this source was used to investigate the impact of Bi on GaAs(111)A growth and the

behaviour of Bi on the surface. Bi was found to significantly impact the growth

and surface dynamics for GaAs(111)A homoepitaxy, radically improving hillock and

defect-ridden conventional GaAs(111)A buffer layers by inducing atomically-smooth

GaAs(111)A layers with RMS roughness values of as little as 130 pm, which has not

been reported before in the literature. Smooth terraces were observed as a result of

smooth step-flow growth, thanks to the perceived increase in diffusion length provoked

by Bi surfactant action. The effect was enhanced when using greater Bi fluxes, with

the ES barrier of GaAs(111)A previously posited to be the cause of the 3D defects in

GaAs(111)A possibly responsible for step anti-bunching when using Bi.

In an effort to probe Bi adatom behaviour and dynamics on GaAs(111)A, an

experiment was designed using RHEED in order to measure the Bi desorption energy

barrier UDes and attempt frequency on GaAs(111)A, which has not been reported

yet in the literature. The experiment was conducted twice and yielded very similar

results of 1.4 ± 0.7 eV and 1.365 eV respectively as seen in Figure 3.25, with the
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attempt frequency calculated to be 0.14 × 1010 Hz and 0.11 × 1010 Hz respectively.

When considering both experiments and the totality of the data, the final values were

found to be 1.74 ± 0.38 eV, and ν = 2.75× 1011 Hz.

Figure 3.25: Arrhenius plot for both experiments (desorption rate vs. inverse
temperature), and for all the combined data, giving the final values.

The results are novel and indeed prove that Bi acts as a surfactant on GaAs(111)A

and significantly enhances surface morphologies, with a nominal UDes value a around

that of Bi to Bi self desorption energy barrier of 1.7 eV, provoking thoughts of how

Bi is covering the surface in the context of the Langmuir model. When taking into

account the uncertainty however, the range is somewhat congruent with the assump-

tions of the Langmuir model.
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Chapter 4

MOCVD Growth on GaAs(111)

4.1 Motivation

In this chapter, a preliminary study of growth on GaAs(111) using MOCVD will be

presented. The motivations behind exploring the state of GaAs(111) growth using

MOCVD were multifold. Firstly, there is a notable lack of research done on Bi and

Sb surfactants on non-(100) low index GaAs surfaces when compared to MBE. In

addition, MOCVD as previously mentioned is the more viable commercial technique,

so it would stand to reason that investigation of the GaAs(111) platform on MOCVD

could be a potentially more fruitful one. As mentioned in chapter 1, GaAs(111) ho-

moepitaxial growth using MOCVD has been shown to yield smoother GaAs buffer

layers than MBE, with less defects and more favourable surface morphologies[56][57],

but MOCVD growth for this substrate in general has been explored to a lesser degree

than MBE. Therefore, using MOCVD would bypass the poor surface roughness and

morphologies seen in GaAs(111)A MBE growths, and allow for direct investigation of

the potential of Bi/Sb surfactants to induce InAs/GaAs(111) QDs. Furthermore, the
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delays and restrictions imposed on experimental work as a consequence of the COVID-

19 pandemic, coupled with some untimely maintenance issues with the GSMBE sys-

tem and the Bi effusion cell therein, delayed planned MBE growths and experiments,

particularly for MBE-grown InAs/GaAs(111) QDs. These factors all informed the de-

cision to carry out an introductory study on GaAs(111) MOCVD growth. GaAs(111)

homoepitaxial buffer layers were grown on both GaAs(111)A and GaAs(111)B (Ga

and As terminated surfaces respectively), and the surface morphologies of the growths

where characterized using AFM. InAs was also deposited on GaAs(111)B to explore

the default growth mode without surfactants. Sb-mediated InAs/GaAs(111) growths

(in order to investigate Sb surfactant potential to alter growth modes) were also car-

ried out. Additionally InAs/GaAs(100) QD growths were done using MOCVD for

calibration purposes.

4.2 GaAs(111)A homoepitaxy

While GaAs(111) growth in general has not been extensively studied using MBE

compared to the (100) orientation, MOCVD GaAs(111) growth has been studied even

less[93]. Despite this, relatively smooth GaAs(111) homoepitaxial growth has been

demonstrated on MOCVD (unlike MBE) since the 1990s[93][56][57]. GaAs(111)B was

found to require very high substrate temperatures (TSub ≈ 800 °C) to yield the mirror-

like smooth surfaces readily attainable on GaAs(100) at lower temperatures (TSub ≈

500 °C). Using such temperatures for GaAs (111)B would produce large hillocks and

defects. For GaAs(111)A, (TSub ≈ 600 °C) is required to obtain reasonable surface

morphologies, and deviation from this condition would result in hexagonal hillock

microstructures[57]. The GaAs(111)A surface roughness in particular was found to
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have a strong dependence on TSub and AsH3 partial pressure and thus the V/III

ratio, with minimal dependence on growth rate or TMGa flow[56]. It was found

that for most V/III and TSub conditions, large microstructures and hillocks nucleate

on the surface, except for a narrow TSub window intertwined with AsH3 flow[56].

The morphology is dictated by arsine derivative adsorbates such as AsH and AsH2.

The arsine dissociation is enhanced by the TMGa presence, and As species bond to

the Ga-terminated GaAs(111)A surface. TMGa pyrolysis results in Ga(CH3), where

the CH –
3 radical was found to hinder 2D growth. CH –

3 is usually expelled from the

chamber by combining with the hydrogen in AsH to leave as methane (depositing

As), and this is why large supplies of AsH and hence high arsine partial pressures are

needed for 2D growth, along with high temperatures.

Using this understanding gleaned from the literature, optimal GaAs(111)A buffer

layer growth conditions were formulated to conduct a test growth. The sample was

then characterized using AFM to interrogate surface morphology and to verify if the

native buffer layer is smooth enough to support useful quantum nanostructures such

as QDs.

The same 2-inch 1/6 GaAs(111)A “pie” wafer samples referenced in chapter 3 were

used, along with the same preparation, cleaving, and cleaning procedures outlined

previously. Due to the lack of a 2-inch 1/6 wafer holder, two cleaved Si(111) 2-inch

wafer pieces were used to fill in the gaps in the 2-inch full wafer holder, acting as a

makeshift holder/adapter. The sample was loaded first into the load-lock chamber,

and the pressure in the system was evacuated to a pressure of 35 Torr. The sample

was then transferred to the reaction/growth chamber, with the sample sitting atop a
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graphite susceptor. A baking procedure was then conducted at the growth tempera-

ture TSub = 600 °C to desorb impurities and remove the native oxide while providing

AsH3 flow to inhibit As escaping the substrate.A H2 carrier gas flow of 16 l/min was

used, with a TMGa bubbler temperature and pressure of -10 °C and 800 Torr yielding

a TMGa flow rate of 174 µmol/min. The growth rate achieved under these conditions

was found to be 2.5 µm/hr with a V/III ratio of 15 being used. A 150 nm buffer layer

was grown.

Figure 4.1: AFM scan of GaAs(111)A homoepitaxial buffer layer. 0.5× 0.5 µm2

AFM scan (left), a 3D image of the morphology (right) and the height profile
(bottom) for the vertical 0.25 µm line for the GaAs(111)A homoepitaxial growth at

TSub = 600 °C and V/III = 15. Sample S24.

While the growth did indeed yield mirror-like surfaces as predicted, it is apparent

that upon closer inspection using AFM, as shown by the AFM scans in Figure 4.1

and Figure 4.2, that the surface is littered with small nanostructures. Nevertheless,
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the state of the growth on MOCVD is markedly better than that observed previously

using MBE as seen in Figure 3.4, with the 1× 1 µm growth for MBE having an RMS

roughness of ≈ 1 nm as mentioned in chapter 3 versus the roughness value obtained

here for MOCVD (0.58 nm) for the same scan size (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: AFM scan of GaAs(111)A homoepitaxial buffer layer. 0.5× 0.5 µm2

AFM scan (left) 1× 1 µm2 scan (right) for the GaAs(111)A growth. Sample S24.

Other scan sizes yielded very similar RMS results. The MBE growth contained

large hillocks above 12 nm high and large bases, here the nanostructures are smaller,

but more numerous. This could be emblematic of a lesser diffusion length for Ga

for MOCVD-grown GaAs when compared to MBE-grown Ga. This may be due

to metal-organic manifestations of Ga diffusing with more difficulty than elemental

Ga in MBE, although the inverse has been posited[94], as it is plausible that the

adsorbed metal-organic species are more volatile. Surface reconstructions can also

play a role in determining the diffusion length[12]. In addition, it could be argued

that faint terraces could be seen to be forming on this surface, even though island

nucleation and coalescence is clearly exhibited and dominates the morphology. This

is particularly apparent in the upper left corner of the leftmost image in Figure 4.1.

An interesting experiment would be the investigation of whether Bi/Sb could be used
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to create the atomically-smooth stepped surfaces seen with MBE in chapter 3.

4.3 GaAs(111)B homoepitaxy

Another growth was conducted, this time using GaAs(111)B substrates. Comparing

the difference between GaAs(111)A and (111)B growths would provide valuable in-

sight into the influence of differences in Ga/As reactivity on the adatom kinetics. For

this growth, the same preparation and loading procedures were used. Similar growth

conditions were maintained, apart from the growth temperature, which was increased

to TSub = 720 °C and the V/III ratio, which was set to 40.

Figure 4.3: AFM scan of GaAs(111)B homoepitaxial buffer layer. 1× 1 µm AFM
scan (left), a 3D image of the morphology (right) and the height profile (bottom

left) for the vertical (blue) 0.5 µm line for the GaAs(111)B homoepitaxial growth at
TSub = 720 °C and V/III = 40. The bottom right image shows a 10× 10 µm2 scan

of the sample. Sample S26.
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As evident from Figure 4.3, atomically smooth steps formed on the surface, with

the surface overall having an extremely smooth morphology. The RMS roughness was

calculated to be 0.09 nm for the 1×1 µm2 growth, while an RMS roughness of 0.19 nm

was measured for the 10×10 µm2, which is significantly lower than for the GaAs(111)A

sample. It is interesting to note this morphological transition to step-flow growth for

a nominally on-axis substrate in the absence of any external factors or surfactants. It

is conceivable that the very small error/offcut angle could be the catalyst behind this

observed phenomena. The terrace width and thus offcut angle for this sample is very

similar to the angle calculated for the previous samples in chapter 3. The hypothesis

positing the emergence of step-flow growth is also buttressed by the fact that very

large diffusion lengths have been reported for GaAs(1̄1̄1̄)B in the literature (as high

as 10 µm at ≈ 600 °C), with order of magnitude increases over GaAs(100) and much

larger when compared to the aforementioned diffusion of (≈ 100nm) for GaAs(111)A

MBE-grown surfaces[85]. In light of the very small possible offcut, coupled with the

high growth temperature and diffusion length, it is conceivable that a morphological

transition to extremely smooth step-flow growth would occur. It is thus concluded

that even without surfactants, GaAs(111)B buffer layers are already suitable for SK

QD growth.

4.4 InAs/GaAs(100) QD growth

As mentioned in chapter 1, SK QD growth spontaneously transpires on GaAs(100)

substrates when depositing InAs above the critical thickness for QD formation for this

material system (7.2% lattice mismatch with compressive strain), where this thickness

is dependent on the lattice mismatch, and the temperature. In order to calibrate the
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In source (TMIn), and to serve as a starting point for future InAs/GaAs(111) QD

growth using surfactants, an InAs/GaAs(100) growth was performed using MOCVD.

Depositing an InAs layer on GaAs(100) just above the critical thickness should easily

yield self-assembled QDs, and thus would confirm successful operation and calibration

of the In source. The critical thickness for SK growth under typical conditions for the

InAs/GaAs(100) system is around 1.7 ML[95] (MLInAs = aInAs/2 = 3.025 ×10−10 m).

The InAs deposition target was 4 MLs. The structure grown for the QDs is shown in

Figure 4.4, with the structure and conditions were informed by optimal QD growth

conditions found in the extensive InAs/GaAs(100) QD literature[96][97].

Figure 4.4: Structure grown for InAs/GaAs(100) QDs.

The 2-inch GaAs(100) wafer was cleaved into a square and loaded onto a wafer

holder, and the aforementioned loading and preparation sequence was carried out.

A TEGa flow of 13.6 µmol/min was used with a bubbler temperature of 15 °C and

a pressure of 800 Torr. The V/III ratio was 83, and a baking procedure was done

at 800 °C for 5 minutes under AsH3 flow. The buffer layer growth was carried out

using a two-step methodology, with the growth starting at TSub = 650 °C for the

buffer layer growth before decreasing to 500 °C pre-InAs deposition in order to not

cause In desorption (growth interruption). InAs deposition at 500 °C occurred for

8 seconds to get the required 4 ML deposition with TMIn a flow of 19.4 µmol/min
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(bubbler temperature = 20 °C, pressure = 800 Torr). Growth interruptions to alter

growth conditions should be as short as possible in order to minimize In desorption

and impurity incorporation and form the QDs. Therefore, a short 30 second growth

interruption was done before the capping layer and precursor flow was stopped to

switch to GaAs deposition for the capping layer. The first step of the capping layer

(30 nm) was grown at this temperature, then the temperature was ramped back up to

650 °C for smooth GaAs growth to complete the 150 nm layer, with the temperature

decreased back to 500 °C towards the end to repeat the InAs deposition on the cap

layer in order to facilitate AFM characterization of the QDs while conserving the

capping layer to be used for photoluminescence as a test of optical quality of the

QDs.

AFM characterization was conducted for this growth using the Tosca tool, and

the results are shown in Figure 4.5. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum is shown

in Figure 4.6. Room temperature PL measurements were conducted using an argon

ion laser at 488 nm, and a nitrogen cooled InGaAs 1D array detector was used.

QDs can be conspicuously seen to have formed on the surface, with heights ranging

from 5-11 nm. Analyzing the amount of InAs deposited, a threshold mask is applied

to all the InAs observed in the 1×1 µm2 sample and the zero basis volume calculated

(V olInAs). Knowing the thickness of an InAs ML (MLInAs) and the area of the scan,

the number of deposited InAs monolayers can be calculated, and this was found to

be ≈ 8 MLs.

Recalling that the target InAs deposition was 4 ML, it is clear that there is a large

discrepancy in the InAs deposition and thus the control of the TMIn flow. This over-

deposition is undoubtedly portrayed in the PL spectrum, as only the GaAs buffer
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Figure 4.5: AFM scan of InAs/GaAs(100) QDs. 0.5× 0.5 µm2 AFM scan (left), a
3D image of the morphology (right) and the height profile (bottom left) for the

vertical 0.25 µm line for the InAs/GaAs(100) QD growth for this scan size. Another
scan of the sample (1× 1 µm2) is shown on the bottom right. Sample S33.

layer PL emission is found at ≈ 850 nm, with the expected QD emission around

≈ 930 nm being notably absent, meaning the QDs are optically inactive. This is

very likely due to dislocations plaguing the QDs as a result of increased In flow and

thus InAs deposition, meaning that the ≈ 8 MLs deposited, while above the SK

growth critical thickness as evidenced by the formation of the QDs, is clearly over

the critical thickness for dislocations, and the InAs QDs have grown so much in size

as to plastically relax under the increased strain. The radiative recombination rate

seems to have been severely hindered as to be rendered useless by the traps presented

by the emergence of these dislocations.
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Figure 4.6: PL spectrum for the InAs/GaAs(100) QD sample.

4.5 InAs/GaAs(111)B growth

Before attempting to leverage Bi/Sb surfactants for QD growth on GaAs(111)B, it is

important to verify the original growth mode for InAs deposition without surfactants.

While this is known to produce plastically relaxed dislocated layers[98][99], it is im-

portant to verify this before moving on to surfactant investigation, particularly for

GaAs(111)B. InAs deposition was carried out according to the conditions illustrated

in the previous section (≈ 8 ML100 ≈ 2.5 nm) was deposited on a GaAs(111)B buffer

layer (buffer was grown as per the conditions laid out in section 4.3) after interrupting

the growth post-buffer to ramp down TSub to 500 °C for InAs deposition. It is impor-

tant to point out that the ML unit is defined differently depending on the orientation.

The AFM (Tosca tool) results are presented in Figure 4.7.

Clearly, no QDs were formed despite being safely above the critical thickness for

QD formation, at least for the (100) surface, which is the typical InAs/GaAs platform.
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Figure 4.7: AFM scan of InAs/GaAs(111) layer. 0.5× 0.5 µm2 AFM scan (left), a
3D image of the morphology (right) and the height profile (bottom left) for the

vertical 0.25 µm2 line for the InAs/GaAs(111)B growth for this scan size. Another
scan of the sample (2× 2 µm2) is shown on the bottom right. Sample S37.

This confirms the assumption that 2D dislocated growth occurs, with the surface com-

prising large, flat islands/plateaus. The surface closely resembles the morphologies

found in the literature for deposition of InAs on GaAs(111)A[98][99], and for InAs

deposition on other non-(100) low index GaAs substrates[63], with an RMS rough-

ness of (≈ 0.615 nm). Thus, the stage is set for novel surfactant investigation for QD

formation on the InAs/GaAs(111)B material system.
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4.6 Sb-enhanced InAs/GaAs(111)B growth

In light of the results of the previous growth, two growths were conducted with Sb to

gauge its effect on the morphology. Before using Sb, it is crucial to be mindful of the

growth conditions as Sb incorporates more readily than Bi when used as a surfactant.

The same growth shown in the previous section was repeated, but once with a 4 second

TMSb flux = 72 µmol/min pre-InAs deposition procedure (after buffer layer growth)

and another identical one but with the TMSb flow maintained for the duration of the

InAs deposition. Sb has been employed as a surfactant with similar growth conditions

for InAs/GaAs(100), thus avoiding incorporation[51]. InAs deposition is identical to

the previous growth, above the critical thickness. These will be named growth A and

growth B for simplicity. The bubbler temperature and pressure for TMSb were 0 °C

and 800 Torr respectively. The resultant surface morphologies are presented in Figure

4.8 for growth A and Figure 4.9 for growth B after using AFM (Tosca tool).

The morphology is noticeably different when compared to Figure 4.7. There is a

clear tendency to form large 3D triangle-like (3 and 6-sided) structures (particularly

for growth B) instead of generally rough 2D surfaces. The triangular structures are

quite reminiscent of typical of structures grown on (111) surfaces[13] (which was only

recently achieved in that instance by growing GaAs on InAlAs/InP(111)). These

structures tend to be symmetric (e.g. equilateral triangles) due to the highly sym-

metric GaAs(111) surface and thus the isotropic diffusion on the surface[12]. As the

structures are more triangular and pronounced for growth B, it is conceivable that

Sb is promoting this morphological transition as growth B utilizes Sb for the whole

growth as opposed to pre-growth. Sb could be promoting this 3D growth transi-

tion, and the short 4 second pre-InAs deposition of Sb may not have been enough to
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Figure 4.8: Sb:InAs/GaAs(111)B (Growth A): 1× 1 µm AFM scan (left), a 3D
image of the morphology (right) and the height profile (bottom left) for the vertical
0.5 µm line for this scan size as shown by the blue line. Another scan of the sample

(5× 5 µm) is shown on the bottom right. Sample S46.

saturate the surface. Having said this, the structures are huge in comparison with ex-

pected QD dimensions[38], with some spanning hundreds of nanometres at the base,

an order of magnitude larger than expected. These are most likely coalesced, plasti-

cally relaxed, non-coherent nanostructures that perhaps started to nucleate as QDs,

but rapidly grew into larger plateaus. This is indicative of excessive InAs deposition

above the critical thickness for dislocations (plastic relaxation), casting aspersions on

the calibration of the In deposition/TMIn flow. It is possible that more than the

prescribed 4 MLs of InAs are being deposited. Nevertheless, the fact that Sb is driv-

ing 3D growth is an encouraging preliminary result for the potential of surfactants to

provoke QD formation on (111).
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Figure 4.9: Sb:InAs/GaAs(111)B (Growth B): 1× 1 µm2 AFM scan (left), a 3D
image of the morphology (right) and the height profile (bottom left) for the

horizontal 0.7 µm line for this scan size. Another scan of the sample (5× 5 µm2) is
shown on the bottom right. Sample S24.

4.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has shown via preliminary growths that MOCVD growth

on GaAs(111)B can produce viable buffer surfaces ready to be exploited for use in

technological applications, such as QD growth, with the surface exhibiting intriguingly

smooth atomic steps and step-flow growth despite being nominally on-axi (without

surfactants). GaAs(111)A can be grown to have a mirror-like surface. The surface

exhibits atomic scale roughness, and is relatively smooth (more so than MBE-grown

surfaces). However, it is not smooth enough for SK growth mode investigation. The

roughness could hypothetically be eliminated by the use of Bi/Sb as a surfactant as

demonstrated with MBE, opening up the surface for QD investigation. The notice-

able difference in GaAs surface morphologies for GaAs(111)A and (111)B could be
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down to the difference in reactivity of the surface, and a radically higher diffusion

length for GaAs(111)B. InAs was deposited on GaAs(100) and QDs were fabricated

following the SK growth mode, and the TMIn flow in the reactor was found to not be

calibrated, leading to over-deposition of InAs and hence optically inactive, plastically

relaxed QDs. InAs deposition on GaAs(111)B above QD critical thickness was shown

to produce plastically relaxed films with large 2D islands without QDs, while simul-

taneous Sb deposition during InAs/GaAs(111)B growth yielded large 3D structures

which could suggest the Sb is inducing 3D growth. These InAs/GaAs(111)B results

hint that surfactant use on this surface could cause formation of QDs as shown on

other low index GaAs surfaces.
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Chapter 5

Modeling of GaAs Quantum Well

Photoluminescence

5.1 Motivation

In chapter 3, Bi was shown to be remarkably effective at inducing smooth surface

morphologies conducive to technological applications. Extremely smooth GaAs(111)

buffer layers could be employed as an ideal platform for defect-free, high quality

quantum nanostructures such as QDs and QWs, and allow them to harness the novel

properties of GaAs(111), such as its three-fold symmetry (c3v)[26]. Additionally,

smooth GaAs layers could also be leveraged to fabricate smooth QWs with extremely

sharp linewidth luminescence/emission, as will be shown in this chapter. GaAs(111)

QWs have also been suggested to have higher PL efficiencies and thus more enhanced

optical transitions than their (100) counterparts[100]. QW growths comprising these

smooth GaAs layers were planned, with a view to investigate their photoluminescence,

but were hampered by equipment shutdowns and delays related to the MBE system,
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and the COVID-19 pandemic. Calibration was also needed for standard QW growth

on GaAs(100) using the new MOCVD system, meaning comparing grown QW samples

to simulated predictions would be of great benefit. Consequently, the promise of this

platform, paired with the inability to carry out growths and the need for calibration,

motivated an introductory exploration of the simulation of the optical properties and

emission of QWs, and strategies and tools for doing so.

For quantum-confined systems and nanostructures such as the aforementioned

QWs, it is important to account for several different effects and physical phenomena

occurring at the quantum-level in order to obtain accurate results for important prop-

erties such as energy level eigenfunction calculations, spontaneous emission etc. In

the context of obtaining accurate results for the bandstrcuture and optical properties

such as the spontaneous emission rate, these effects often interfere with each other,

so it is imperative to examine how these different coupled phenomena can influence

nanostructure properties. One of the examples of this is the way the accumulation of

carriers, such as electrons or holes, that are quantum confined in semiconductor het-

erostructures like QWs influence the internal electric field and thus the potential in

these systems, affecting the calculation of energy levels. The value of the energy level

determines the number of electrons in that level (distribution of carriers depends on

Fermi–Dirac statistics), which in turn influences the potential and band profile and

thus the energy level, requiring that each energy level be solved in a self consistent

manner coupling both the Schrödinger and Poisson equations. Therefore, modeling

GaAs QWs using a self-consistent coupled Schrödinger–Poisson solver to account for

both phenomena would thus be an important step toward calculating accurate energy

level values and interband excitonic transitions for the QW, energy band profiles and
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offsets, and carrier densities, which are in turn important for obtaining the optical

properties.

In this chapter, these properties will be simulated using a variety of software

packages, and the results will be compared and discussed. These results provide a

solid theoretical base for future optical investigations of GaAs QWs and calibration

of the MOCVD system.

5.2 Theory & methodology

To first solve for the initial electron density n(x) and electron wavefunctions ψ(x) in

a potential Ec(x) (conduction band edge) in the quantum well, the Schrödinger equa-

tion is invoked to obtain the bound states’ wavefunctions, which are subsequently

used in conjunction with the density of states of the QW to calculate the carrier

density (which is informed by the potential which is informed by the carrier den-

sity), constituting a collection of coupled equations as will be elaborated upon in this

section.

Ĥψ(x) = Eψ(x) = − ~
2m
∇2ψ(x) + Ec(x)ψ(x) (5.2.1)

with Ĥ = p̂2

2m
+ Ec(x) being the hamiltonian, (p̂ = −i~∇ is the momentum

operator), m symbolizing carrier mass, and E the energy, ψ the wavefunction. A

similar equation can be written for hole wavefunctions using the valence band edge

potential Ev(x).

In the context of electrostatics, the Poisson equation is a differential equation

describing the electric potential in a static system. The electric potential (φ(x)) (V)
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in the presence of a source with a volume charge density ρ(x) (m−3) in a medium of

permittivity ε is defined as

∇2φ(x) = −ρ(x)/ε (5.2.2)

ρ(x) = q(p(x)− n(x) +Nd(x)−Na(x) (5.2.3)

where q is the elemental charge, n(x) is the electron density, p(x) is the hole density,

Na(x) is the acceptor density, and Nd(x) is the donor density.

These equations rely on the charge density ρ(x) to yield the electrical potential

φ(x) which then influences the band potential Ec or Ev to be used in the Schrödinger

equation, altering n etc. The link between φ(x) and the the band potential Ec,v is

given as

Ec,v = E0
c,v − qφ(x) (5.2.4)

where E0
c,v is the flat-band equilibrium starting energy band value.

These coupled-equations feed each other n(x) then φ(x) then n(x) etc., repeating

the process till convergence. The iterative process for electrons in the conduction band

is outlined in Figure 5.1 (similar process holds for holes in the valence band)[101].

The iteration begins with carrier density nk(x) and solving for φk+1(x), (where k is

the iteration order) using the Poisson equation. The bound states are obtained by

way of the Schrödinger equation using Ek+1
c (x) from φk+1(x). The value of the bound

states are needed to find the new carrier densities nk+1(x) based on a density of states
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(DOS) calculation as shown in equation (5.2.5)[101].

n(x) =

∫ Elimit,i

En,0

∑
ν

gν
mν

~2π
∑
i

Θ(E − En,i)|ψn,i(x)|2fFD(E) dE (5.2.5)

where

Θ(x) =


0 x < 0

1 x ≥ 0

(5.2.6)

fFD(E) =
1

1 + e
E−Ef
kBT

(5.2.7)

Here, g denotes the degeneracy, ν the valley index, ψn,i(x) is the quasi-bound sate

(i) wavefunction and En.i is its energy. Θ is the Heaviside function and fFD is the

Fermi-Dirac distribution (Ef is the Fermi-level) signifying the distribution of carriers.

Equation (5.2.5) calculates the carrier density by adding electron densities for all the

bound states according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution giving the probability of state

occupation, linking the Schrödinger and Poisson equations.

After calculating the the self-consistent potential and energy levels, it is important

to calculate the optical properties of the QW. The spontaneous emission rate (A) can

be calculated fully quantum-mechanically using the electric dipole moment q~r for the

initial and final states for the transition between energy levels (ψi & ψf ) as calculated

previously. The spontaneous emission rate A (s−1) can be defined as[102]

A =
ω3

3π~εc3
〈ψf |q~r|ψi〉 (5.2.8)

where ω is the angular frequency and c is the speed of light.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of how the self consistent Schrödinger–Poisson solver works.

Another important concept/theory to note is k.p theory/formalism, which is

also extensively used in solvers to calculate energy dispersion curves and band-

structures for the Brillouin zone, and subsequently effective masses important for

Schrödinger–Poisson calculations and for taking into account quantum effects[103].

The idea is based on the notion that the potential in a crystalline solid, as semicon-

ductors are, can be modeled as having a periodic lattice potential. Invoking Bloch’s

theorem in this case considering the 1D Schrödinger equation, the wavefunctions in

this instance can be described as Bloch states propagating in the crystal. This can

be seen in Equation (5.2.9), and the wavefunction ψnk(~r) here can be interpreted as

“free electron” plane waves modulated by the periodicity of the lattice/crystal. This
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periodic function capturing the periodicity of the lattice is given as un~k(~r), where n

is the band index and k is the wavevector.

ψn~k(~r) = ei
~k·~r · un~k(~r) (5.2.9)

Plugging into the Schrödinger equation (Equation (5.2.1)), and applying the hamil-

tonian to both terms of ψn~k(~r)

p2

2m
un~k(~r) +

~
m

(k · p̂)un~k(~r) +
~2k2

2m
un~k(~r) +n~k (~r) = En,~kun~k(~r) (5.2.10)

Therefore yielding two “hamiltonian” terms acting on ψn~k(~r)

Hfree =
p2

2m
+ φ (5.2.11)

Hk =
~
m

(k · p̂) +
~2k2

2m
(5.2.12)

with Hfree symbolizing the contribution of the free electron, and Hk symbolizing

the effect of the lattice acting as a wavevector dependent hamiltonian of the crystal.

This second term is treated perturbatively to solve for the overall energy dispersion

and thus the bandstructure at the band edge, allowing the calculation of the effective

masses at different points in the bandstrcuture, among other important parameters.

The k.p model is a semi-empirical model, and thus uses the value of the energy gap

(Eg) (obtained via optical spectroscopy), where the eigenvalues Hfree are ±Eg/2 for

the conduction and valence bands. This formalism will be used in the upcoming
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simulations in this chapter.

5.3 QW modeling results

There are several simulation and software packages available with solvers accounting

for quantum-mechanical effects, such as the Schrödinger–Poisson solver. Nanohub.org

offers a free to use 1D Schrödinger–Poisson solver tool for heterostructures[104] us-

ing a variety of options for electron density, including semi-classical, effective-mass,

and tight-binding models. GaAs(100) substrates were used in the simulations unless

otherwise stated.

The following GaAs/AlGaAs QW heterostructure was simulated (1D) using the

tool.

Figure 5.2: Schematic of simulated QW using Nanohub 1D Schrödinger–Poisson
solver tool.

The layers were chosen to have a n-type doping concentration of 1014 cm−3. The

barrier used was Al0.3Ga0.7As. GaAs(111) was the substrate crystal orientation. Ef

was set to 0.724 eV while the temperature was set to room temperature (300 K).
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The other properties used to configure the solver are shown in Figure 5.3, while the

results for the self-consistent wavefunction calculations for the conduction band are

presented in Figure 5.4. No voltage or bias was applied, so that the structure is

simulated at equilibrium, which was done for all following simulations as well.

Figure 5.3: Properties for configuring the Nanohub simulation.

Two confined wavefunctions were found for this heterostructure, with the first and

second energy states at 1.496 eV and 1.613 eV respectively. The non-confined states

shown above are free particle traveling wave states. There is a small degree of energy

band profile bending from the built-in field imparted by the carrier density on the

conduction band. The electron wavefunctions presented are in line with the results

expected from the particle in a box model for QWs. While the tool was successful in

calculating the confined states, the tool does not take into account strain and does not
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Figure 5.4: Simulated self-consistent energy levels and wavefunctions using
Nanohub.

offer optical simulation or calculation of photoluminescence/spontaneous emission.

Another simulation software package was used (tiberCAD)[105], which is a popular

multiphysics simulator for quantum nanostructures. The advantage of this software

as opposed to the Nanohub tool is the fact that it factors in strain along with the

Schrödinger–Poisson solver, along with employing k.p-theory models for bandstruc-

ture calculations. An InGaAs QW was considered for this instance, motivated by the

fact that AlGaAs growth using the current MBE system was yielding defects and was

not suitable as a barrier for a optically active GaAs QWs. For the excitation of a

heterostructure, carriers would need to diffuse from the barriers to the heterostruc-

ture to combine and yield emission, which would be severely hindered by low quality,

defective barriers. The structure simulated using tiberCAD is shown in Figure 5.5.
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This particular structure was chosen in order to compare to photoluminescence data

already published by Vaccaro et al.[106] for InGaAs/GaAs(111) QWs.

Figure 5.5: Simulated InGaAs QW structure.

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions were calculated using a single-band effective

mass model for the conduction band, and a 6 band-kp model for the valence band.

The Poisson equation is solved in order to find the energy band profile with the struc-

ture being solved at equilibrium (flat-band conditions). The k.p model is invoked

to calculate band edge energies and carrier masses. The stress and strain, which

are present as a result of the lattice mismatch between GaAs and InGaAs, is also

accounted for and the necessary corrections are made to the k.p theory-calculated

bandstructure. The quantum calculations (bandstrcuture, energy level, and eigen-

value calculations) are confined to the InGaAs QW active region and into the GaAs

barrier region and are carried out for both holes and electrons. The first 6 eigenstates

are calculated for each. The results are presented in Figure 5.6.

Only one confined state was found at 0.641 eV, with the conduction band edge

found to be at 0.5918 eV. The Fermi-level is considered to be the reference (0 eV).

The structure (Figure 5.5) was also simulated using the advanced physical models
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Figure 5.6: InGaAs QW structure simulated wavefunctions and energy levels for the
condcution band using tiberCAD.

for semiconductor devices package (APSYS) provided by Crosslight software[107],

which can also simulate quantum mechanical effects and bandstructure, strain effects,

and also the structure’s optical properties, such as the spontaneous emission rate as

an estimation of photoluminescence spectrum. The results are illustrated in Figure

5.7. The results shown do not take into account the strain. One confined state was

found in the conduction band at 0.64 eV, which is in very close agreement with the

tiberCAD results in Figure 5.6. The valence band energy levels and wavefunctions

were also calculated and 2 confined states were found at -0.67 eV and -0.73 eV.

The Fermi-level (Ef ) is at zero eV. The conduction and valence band edges were

calculated to be at 0.565 eV and -0.66 eV respectively. Considering the first level

electron-hole transition, the energy difference for the transition is around 1.3 eV.

Compared to the photoluminescence spectrum data in[106], this is in close agreement

with the unstrained peak energy data (1.34 eV), with the strained peak emission
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at around 1.42 eV, signifying a blue-shift as a result of compressive strain brought

about by the lattice constant mismatch (aGaAs = 0.565 nm < aInGaAs ≈ 0.574 nm at

In0.18Ga0.82As).

Figure 5.7: InGaAs QW structure simulated wavefunctions and energy levels (top)
for both the conduction (bottom left) and valence (bottom right) bands using

Crosslight APSYS.

Assuming an RMS interfacial roughness of 0.13 nm as obtained from the Bi

2.4 ML/s MBE growth outlined in chapter 3 and showcased in Figure 3.13, using a

smooth GaAs barrier region in an InGaAs QW with a similar interface roughness, the

linewidth of the photoluminescence emission can be estimated using the equation[54]

dL ≈ L · dEx
2(Ex − Eg)

(5.3.1)

with dL (nm) denoting the RMS interface roughness, dEx the broadened linewidth

emission, Eg the QW energy gap, and Ex the interband excitonic transition. The

width of the excitonic transition (and thus emitted linewidth) can be directly mapped

to the inhomogeneous spectral broadening caused by the changes in potential from
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the roughness, inducing changes in excitonic binding energy (Ebex), the confinement

energies for the holes/electrons (Ec, Eh) (eV), and the bandgap. The energy of the

transition is given as

Ex = Eg + Ec + Eh − Ebex (5.3.2)

A detailed discussion encompassing Equations (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) can be found

in[108][109], and Equation (5.3.1) has been empirically verified in[54].

Using Eg ≈ = 1.225 eV, Ex = 1.3 eV, dL = 0.13 nm, the linewidth dEx was found

to be 3.9 meV, corresponding to around 2.8 nm at 950 nm, the peak wavelength for

the interband excitonic transition. This is an improvement over the smoothest QWs

grown on GaAs(111)A (4.5 meV)[54].

The rate of spontaneous emission was also calculated using Crosslight APSYS

(Figure 5.8). A range of carrier densities (20) were used to model excitation of the

structure (0.5 × 1015 to 1025 cm−3). The results are for room temperature photo-

luminescence. The peak wavelength was shown to be constant at around 950 nm

(1.305 eV), which is equivalent to the first electron-hole transition discussed previ-

ously (interband excitonic transition). Intensity also increases with carrier density.

It is interesting to note the absence of a blue-shift with increased electron densities,

which usually occurs as a result of conduction band-filling at high excitations, with

carriers occupying higher energy levels in the step-like QW density of states. It has

been reported that the sizable blue-shift exhibited at higher excitations is usually

intensified due to potential fluctuations as a result of interface roughness, and al-

loy disorder (e.g. In fluctuations)[110]. At lower excitations, only the well confined

excitons contribute to the emission (lower energy) and as the excitation increases,
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access to higher level bound excitons and eventually free excitons is granted, causing

the blue shift, and it is understandable how this would be amplified by strong in-

terface imperfections in alloy composition and interface roughness, causing the band

profile to fluctuate and creating bound states at many different energies. Perhaps

this phenomena is not evidently manifested in the simulations due to the simulation

assuming ideal alloy composition (no fluctuations) and perfectly smooth/abrupt in-

terfaces, leading to uniform confining potentials. However, some blue-shift should

still occur for thicker QWs with multiple bound states. There could be a saturation

of carriers due to the high excitation[111].

Figure 5.8: Spontaneous emission rate as an estimate of photoluminescence.

Crosslight APSYS was also used to simulate the photoluminescence from Al-

GaAs/GaAs QWs. A similar structure to the one in Figure 5.2 was used, with

Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layers, and varying GaAs QW widths (3, 5, 10, and 15 nm). The

goal was to simulate the red-shift and peak wavelengths as a result of the increas-

ing QW widths, and to compare with photoluminescence from AlGaAs/GaAs QWs
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grown using MOCVD to be grown in the future (calibration of MOCVD). Figure 5.9

shows the spontaneous emission rate for the various well widths. Results are at room

temperature.

Figure 5.9: Simulated photoluminescence for AlGaAs/GaAs QWs for 3 nm QW
(top left), 5 nm (top right), 10 nm (bottom left), 15 nm (bottom right). In the same

order, the FWHMs are 25, 25, 40, 40, and 55 nm for the highest excitation curve.

There is a clear red-shift as QW width increases as expected. Intensities climb

slightly with well width. In Figure 5.10 photoluminescence from 20 nm QWs at room

temperature (300 °K) and low temperature (6 °K) are compared. The linewidth

of the low temperature result is clearly significantly lower, owing to the thermal

doppler broadening of carriers present at higher temperatures, and the intensity is

also increased.

Peak emission energies are plotted for the different QW widths in Figure 5.9 in

Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated photoluminescence for AlGaAs/GaAs QWs for 20 nm QW
for room temperature (left) and low temperature (6°K) (right). The FWHMs are

around 45 nm and 22 nm respectively.

5.4 Conclusion

To conclude, in this chapter, the theory and background needed for the accurate

modeling and simulation of QWs was presented, including the Schrödinger-Poisson

solver, and the k.p formalism for bandstrcuture calculation. Several different QWs

were simulated using 3 different software packages and the results were compared.

The energy levels and wavefunctions were calculated, as well as the number of con-

fined states. For the optical properties, an expected red-shift in peak emission energy

was observed for QWs with larger widths, and linewidths were smaller for low tem-

perature spontaneous emission rate spectra. Finally, an estimation of the QW photo-

luminescence emission linewidth was made considering the ultra-low RMS roughness

obtained with Bi-assisted GaAs(111) layer MBE growths in chapter 3 (0.13 nm), with

the linewidth found to be under 3.9 meV, demonstrating very low broadened linewidth

emission due to the interband excitonic transition, and thus a low full width half max-

imum (FWHM) bandwidth for the spontaneous emission rate or photoluminescence

spectrum. Finally, the comparison between simulation software and the results for

QW emission provide a theoretical basis and guide for tuning and calibration of the
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Figure 5.11: Peak emission energies for AlGaAs/GaAs QWs in Figure 5.9 vs. QW
widths.

MOCVD growths in the future.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion & Future Work

6.1 Summary

GaAs(111) is a remarkably promising platform for a plethora of emerging technolo-

gies, most notably for quantum dot (QD) entangled photon sources (due to its c3v

symmetry) for use in quantum information applications, but also for spintronics and

topological insulators. The promise of this platform has been hampered by the poor

quality of its homoepitaxial buffer layer (largely due to the influence of the Ehrlich-

Schwöbel (ES) barrier, promoting 3D hillock nucleation), and by its inability to sup-

port the Stranski–Krastanov (SK) growth mode for the self-assembly of InAs/GaAs

QDs. Surfactants such as Sb and Bi have been used in III-V epitaxy before in order to

suppress rough 3D island growth, and have recently been used to induce coherent QD

growth on surfaces which do not support them. This makes Bi/Sb surfactant use an

enticing prospect for GaAs(111). There is a gap in the current literature regarding

the use of surfactants on GaAs(111) and very little work has been done regarding

provoking SK QD growth using surfactants. The work in this thesis was carried
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out to address this, and has made some novel contributions towards understanding

Bi surfactant behaviour on GaAs(111)A surfaces using Reflection High Energy Elec-

tron Diffraction (RHEED), and has also yielded some auspicious results pertaining to

the growth of smooth GaAs buffer layers on GaAs(111)A using molecular beam epi-

taxy (MBE), GaAs(111)B layers using Metal-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition

(MOCVD), and the MOCVD-growth of InAs/GaAs(111) QDs induced by Sb.

The main contributions of the thesis can be summarized in the following points

• Bi acts as a surfactant on GaAs(111): Through observation and comparison

of the surface morphology between GaAs(111)A buffer layer growths with and

without a Bi surfactant, it can be confirmed that Bi does indeed act as a sur-

factant, modifying adatom kinetics then desorbing from the surface.

• Bi induces atomically-smooth steps for on-axis GaAs(111)A MBE growth: The

morphological transition induced by Bi on GaAs(111)A is one which brings

about atomically-smooth (RMS roughness = 0.13 nm) step-flow growth on nom-

inally on-axis substrates, despite the ES barrier on (111) surfaces having been

found to drive 3D growth by stifling downward diffusion and allowing upward

diffusion on nucleating islands. The effect is further enhanced with larger Bi

fluxes. This further expands on a preliminary recent investigation found in

the literature. The result is encouraging for GaAs(111)A-based QD growth,

(which has previously been elusive) and for quantum well (QW) growth using

GaAs(111).

• Bi may be increasing adatom diffusion on the surface, high Bi fluxes provoke step

anti-bunching: It can be theorized that adatom diffusion may have increased

as evidenced by the step-flow growth, and provokes step anti-bunching (terrace
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width equalization) at high Bi fluxes. This is posited to be due to the Bi

inhibiting the traditional upward diffusion allowed by the ES barrier (as seen in

GaAs(111) homoepitaxy) and encouraging adatom incorporation at step-edges.

This is also a technologically relevant and novel result which sheds light on how

Bi is affecting kinetics on the surface.

• The activation energy for Bi desorption UDes = 1.74 ± 0.38 eV : UDes for

Bi/GaAs is measured by depositing Bi for a limited time at various temper-

atures and then fitting the desorption lifetimes (as measured by RHEED inten-

sity changes as the pre-Bi surface reconstruction is restored) on an Arrhenius

plot. The desorption barrier was found to be 1.74 ± 0.38 eV, and the attempt

frequency was found to be ν = 2.75× 1011 Hz [0.31× 109 - 2.44 ×1014 Hz]. The

result is both novel and intriguing, particularly in light of the Langmuir adsorp-

tion model for monolayer formation. The Bi self-desorption energy is 1.7 eV,

and the Bi on GaAs(111) desorption activation energy should be higher than

this for monolayer formation. The measured value is around the same value,

with a sizeable uncertainty of ±0.38 eV, although the final value is nominally

above 1.7 eV. It could be that the measured activation energy is for a recon-

struction change rather than desorption. More experiments could be conducted

to mitigate the large uncertainty and noise from the experiment (addressed in

the future work section).

• Sb could provoke 3D growth for InAs/GaAs(111), paving the way for QDs

(MOCVD): MOCVD was also explored for the growth of GaAs homoepitaxial

buffer layers for both GaAs(111)A and (111)B, with GaAs(111)A layers con-

taining nanostructures and being quite smooth overall (RMS roughness = 0.58
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nm) but not enough for QD growth, and GaAs(111)B exhibiting remarkably

smooth step-edges (RMS roughness = 0.09 nm). InAs/GaAs(111) films yielded

plastically relaxed films with no SK growth, providing the pretext for surfac-

tant investigation to induce QDs. Preliminary investigation of InAs/GaAs(111)

deposition in the presence of an Sb surfactant show that symmetrical 3D trian-

gular structures appear, hinting that Sb drives 3D growth and could plausibly

induce SK growth under the correct conditions.

• The extremely smooth surfaces are predicted to yield very-sharp emission from

QWs: Finally, GaAs QW modeling was also performed. Simulations for the

wavefunctions, bandstructures, and energy levels of GaAs QWs were also inves-

tigated, along with an estimation of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum for

calibration purposes. The linewidth PL emission for GaAs QWs based on the

ultra-smooth GaAs layers fabricated in the thesis were also estimated to be as

little as 3.9 meV, promising ultra-sharp emission.

6.2 Future Work

The work in this thesis has opened up several avenues and lines of enquiry relating to

different surfactants (Bi/Sb), for use on different substrates (GaAs(111)A/B), for dif-

ferent purposes (smooth surfaces, QD growth), and using different growth techniques

(MOCVD/MBE). Many of these avenues have not been pursued to their fullest extent

as a result of the equipment malfunctions and delays brought about by the COVID-19

pandemic. As a result, there are many opportunities for future work and growths for

this nascent investigation of surfactants on GaAs(111), with many of these growths
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having been already planned. The following avenues could be explored to get a better

understanding of the state of the growth and to realize useful quantum nanostructures

on this unique surface:

• Inducing InAs QD growth using Bi and Sb on GaAs(111): After the investi-

gation and confirmation Bi’s ability to induce technologically relevant ultra-

smooth steps/surfaces on GaAs(111), the next logical step would be to inves-

tigate QD SK growth on MBE and MOCVD via (Bi/Sb) surfactant action on

InAs/GaAs(111)A and (111)B. SK growth using surfactants on (111)B has yet

to be demonstrated (novel investigation of Sb on this surface was presented in

this thesis), and only very preliminary work exists for (111)A. This has been

shown for GaAs(110) though using Bi.

• Inducing smooth surfaces on GaAs(111)A (MOCVD) and GaAs(111)B (MBE)

investigation: The smoothing effect of Bi/Sb on GaAs(111)A using MBE could

potentially be replicated with the TMSb in MOCVD growth to create smooth

GaAs(111)A surfaces. GaAs(111)B MOCVD-grown surfaces are already smooth

and thus present a promising stage for direct investigation of QD growth using

surfactants. GaAs(111)B MBE growth with and without surfactants could be

explored.

• Revisiting and increasing confidence in the UDes measurement: The RHEED Bi

desorption experiment for UDes measurement can be redone in several different

ways to help solidify the result, decrease uncertainties, and better comprehend

how Bi is acting on the surface. The experiment can be done using a Langmuir

fit as in the study by Young et al.[90]. Higher temperatures can be used and
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the Bi coverage can be deduced from inspecting the RHEED signal intensity

(as outlined in subsection 3.4.2), and thus allowing to fit the Langmuir model

onto the Bi coverage data, providing another way to measure UDes. This would

be problematic however if the film growth turns out to be not following the

Langmuir model. Another method would be to deposit different fluxes, and

for each flux the temperature would be ramped up from a low temperature

guaranteeing full coverage to a higher one (temperature sweep), observing the

RHEED pattern. At the temperature which causes the pattern to revert to one

indicative of the (2×2) reconstruction (signifying desorption), the temperature

is noted and knowing the flux (ML/s) one can use it to estimate the desorption

rate. For example, if a 2 ML/s flux was desorbed at 500 ° C, this would give τDes

= 0.5 s at this temperature. This method would eliminate issues in RHEED

intensity fluctuation due to temperature instability as the RHEED is only relied

upon in a qualitative manner in order to signify desorption.

• Fabricating ultra-smooth, sharp emission GaAs(111)-based QWs: This has been

predicted from the discussion in chapter 5, and hence realizing such state of

the art QWs with very smooth interfacial roughness and thus ultra-narrow

linewidths would constitute a novel and important result. Smooth GaAs QWs

could also be of use in spintronics and as a platform for topological insulators

as stated in chapter 1, and GaAs(111) QWs may have more efficient optical

transitions as mentioned in chapter 5, meaning that smooth GaAs(111) QWs

would be an enticing prospect on several fronts.

• Modeling of PL emission from rough QWs: This would pick up were chapter 5

left off, attempting to estimate the PL spectrum and linewidth of QWs with
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significant interfacial roughness (representing a GaAs(111) QW grown without

Bi). A detailed treatment of characterization of interfacial quality via PL is

given in[109]. Rough QWs have been previously modeled in a simple manner, by

imagining the overall rough QW as an amalgamation of many QWs with varying

widths (w) as seen in Figure 6.1[108]. Assuming a nominal width of wQW , one

can assume that there could be an amalgamation of 3 different constituent

QWs with 3 different widths comprising the greater QW; w = wQW + δ (peak),

w = wQW − δ (valley), and w = wQW (flat), where δ is the monolayer thickness

for instance. Thermodynamic arguments are invoked to assign probabilities for

each of these deviations or mini-QWs to occur and thus concentration of these

peak, valley, and flat features[108]. Once this is done each QW can be solved

separately to solve for the emission. Obtaining the PL spectrum, this method

could be used in reverse to estimate the QW interface quality and shape by

fitting the PL spectrum.

Figure 6.1: An example of a rough QW interface. The large rough QW is divided
into many small QWs with varying widths.
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